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Progress R(_'port of Activity for the Year 1993 and Proposal for

1994; Study of Electron Proton Physics with ZEUS at HERA

Department of Physics, Un.i_,_:rsitg of low,z, Iowa City, Iowa ,.,...,l_g_)_°/°

Task A: HERA/ZEUS

U. Mallik (Professor)

E. McCliment (Professor)

The year 1992 saw the successful turn on of the electron-proton collider HERA and

the beginning of exploration of the new physics domain that becomes accessible. The

_ leI(F_.llCCphysics results t)tlblish(,d to (late bv the ZEVS experiment are listed in the ' " (' '"

s('clioli. The collider Ilas l)erforlned very well, l)ro(tue'ing an integrated Illminosity of

_--3nb -l in the sumnwr and _ 2711t)-I in the ['all, respectiv,'ly. 'l'h(; 1993 run started in

June with a proje(:t('d accunmlated luminosity of _ 5()0nb -I (on tape) by the beginning

of November. The machine is performing with 60 bunches tbr each })cam and with a

typical electron and proton current of ,,- 13mA and ,-, 10mA, respectiv('ly. The (_le(:tron

beam energy is 26 6 (,eV and the proton beam em.rgy is 820 (,cV. A p ak luminosity

of 1.8 x 103°cm-es -I has been achieved to be compared to the design lurninosity is

-') -I ' ' ', , e early in the life of a novel machine.1.5 x 1031cm "s ,aremarkableachlevem.ntso .

This report describes the activity of the Iowa group, whi('h now consists of two faculty

members, Usha Mallik (Professor) and Edward McCliment (Professor),)wo postdoctoral

fellows and (,hree graduate students. Min-Zu Wang, previously a graduate student, corn-

° ,), andplated the requirements for a Ph.D. degree from The University of Iowa in May 1( ()3

is presently working as a postdoctoral fellow (replacing Tim Bienz). !tllbert Kreutzmann,

the second Iowa postdoctoral fellow of the group left in April 1993 and has t)een replaced

by Yangling Zhang in July. Maria Roco is in the process of oomph;ling h(rr analyses

and writing a thesis for her Ph.D. degree. The two other graduate students Song-Ming

Wang and Jia-Tai Wu have succesfully completed the comprehensiw, exam in September
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1993: Jia.-Tai is resident in I)ESY fronl October 19!)3, and Song-,klirlg is expected to join

tlim in November in I)ESY following the completion of a course. Song-Ming Wang is

now working under the guidance of I.!sha Mallik (is presently being supported bv Mc('li-

vvwnt). Ed N'Ic('liment iv spending a year of sabbatical starting itl ,July 1!)93, and l isha

Mallik is spending the last semester of the t"ac111ty Scholar Award leave from ,lllne 1993

to l)ecember 199:1 in I)ESY. Mallik expects to return to I)ESY for the academic year of

1995.

The current report which describes the past and present activity of this group and

the ftltllre plans ix divided into the following chapters: a short description of ZEUS; the l

physics contriblllion, which consists of the preparation and analysis for the search tk)r

,1/_;, ill the 1993 data, analysis of the 1992 ZEVS data, t)articipation in future ZEI_S

upgrade foreseen [k)r 199,t/1.995, and maintenance and rllnning of ZEI'S. Mc(lliment's

Fermilab work is described at the end.

1. Description of the ZEUS Det,('tor

Tile I.:niversity of Iowa j()ined the ZEI'S experiment at the ele(:lron-proton (e-p)

collider tIEI{A in Nov_'lllt)er 1988. This report will assllrm' that the readers are familiar

with IIEI{A an(l ZEI'S, t)lll a short description of the deleclor. C'sl)e('iallv, the t'eatllres

[ 0"newly working for tile 1.)93 run is given here for convenient:e.

(i i , " .l:igure la,l) show an azimuthal and an axial view of the ZEI S d t((tor l)etails

;.... , / , [11of ttle ZI_I 5 (letector (}nil be fotlnd els(wm r(, Nlost detector _;onlponents are clivided

into three sections, Barrel (prefix B)or ('entraI (pretix ('), l:orwar(l (prefix l"), an_l l{_,ar

(prefix R).

A VerteX Detector (VXI)) is implemerlted out;side the bean_pipe an_t inside the ('en-

tral Tracking I)etector (CT1)). It consists of 120 cells of long wires stretched parallel to

the beam in a carbon fiber vessel tilled with l)imethyl,'ther. It has been working since

1992.

Tracking iv achiew'd by Tracking l)etectors, C'FI), FTI) and RTI). The ('L'I't) is a

cylindrical, nine superlayer drift chamber with each superlayer containirlg eight layers of
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sense wires for position and energy loss nleasliremerit. ,\11 nine superlayers are inslru-

i)lenled and working ill t}le 1993 run. ;\ position resollition of "-, 230ttul (erra_)llas been

presenlly actiim'ed wllere lhe (h,sign goal is 12()/tni. The I:TI) and t/TI) colisist of l>lanar

drift chanlbers: with 'I'ransitioii lladiation t)etectors (Till)) interspersed in the l"'l'l) for

electron identification. ,.\ superconducting solenoid (C'OIL) surroumls the ("TD and can

provide a magnetic tield of up to 1.8 Tesla, but has been kept at 1..13 T. A nia.jor fraction

of the FTI) (,'_ 75_){::)sense wires are read out, and in early October both the I:TI) and i

the TRD readouts will be tested.

The 'IIeart of ZEUS' has been a state-of-the-art, high resolution, fully compensat-

ing Uranium-scintillator calorimeter constructed with alternate layers of 3.3 mm thick

l)epleted [!raniuni (1)[,i, /'.,as with /_',a<_depleted) as the passive absorber and 2.6 inni

thick plastic scintillator as the active material. The calorimeter is divided into three sec-

t.ions, the Eh:ctroMagiielic (i'alorimeler (EMC), Hadronic Calorimeter sections (IIAC1

an(l II,\('2). Each of the b'('Al, and the B('-\I, modules <onsists of an I']M(' secti(.)ll

(1,\ iii thickriess), and two I1.\(' seclioils.(3,\ each itl thickil('ss for F(':\I_ and 9\ each in

thickness for BC:\I,), while an t{(',,\l, modllle consists of o11(,EXI(' section (1,\) and one

ll+'\C sectiott (3,\), At a (lepth of 3X0 ill Ill<, REXI(', a Rear lladrotl l';l(,(:tt'on Separator

(liliES) has been install(,d with electronics to be (:onlpleted iti 1!)93/1994 winter shut-

down. A fraction of the liliES ('-- :10(_') has t)een active ill the 1993 rllti. 'l'lie calorilneter

}ias I)een it reniai'kabie SilC('ess a_ evidenced by the 1992 data and pertk)rnied according

to the design.

The AMerican part of the ZI;]I!S collaboratioii (AMZEIrS) has (,OliStrli(,i(,(i lhe 1]('.,\ l,

and the C'AL readout electronics. The BC,.\I, inodules aiid l.h(, rea(toul ('lectro::ics were

calibrated at the Fermilab experi/tl(:llt, E79()!el AMZEIIS is also r(,st)<)ilsit)l(: fl)r the (,AI,

first level trigger of ZEUS which has been installed for the 1993 run.

The iron yoke Rlr the return path of i,he magnet acts as tile absorb(,r for (tie ll:\('king

(:alorimeter (FBAC,BBA(7,RBAC). This, in conibination witii la.yers ot' slr(:aln(,r tul)es

rull ill proportion_l mode, intersp(_rsed in the iron, catch and iileaslire ihe leakage energy.

MUOll identification is achiew_d by the MUon detectors, iilller alld outer layers,
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I3MUI,BMUO,IIMI.'I,IIMUO,FMITI,I:MI'O, and the forward rnuon spectrometer. Xluons

are detected in the forward direction using drift and limited streamer tube chambers and

scintillation counters interspersed betw(x_,nthe magnetized iron yoke and the magnetized

iron toroids. Ill the central and rear direction limited streamer tubes _,tre placed lye(wren

and behind the concrete shield. All of t3MIrON }lave been operational for the l!)9a run,

All of FMUON is installed and most of it is operational for the 199a run.

The Leading Proton Spec:trometer (LPS) consists of six stations of silicon detectors

above and below the beam line between 20 and 90 meters from ZEI;S in the Forward

direction. They contain silicon strips at a pitch of +12,51,m. Four of these stations have

been implemented to date.

A HeamPipe Calorimeter (BPC) of alternate layers of W absorbers and silicon strips

has been instrumented in the Rear direc'tion ,-.,:Tmeters from tile IP.

Future upgrades t)lanned for ZE['S are (h,scribe(l later.

2. Physics from ZEUS

The Physics grollps c_lrrently are.: i) Structur(, l"uncticm, ii)Iladronic Energy Flow,

iii) Soft Photol_roduction, iv) tloson Gluon Fusion, and v) Exotics. A new grollp of

lleavy Flavor has been started from September 19,():_as the sixth group.

2.1..]/_i' Sl:;AltCll IN 199a

Iowa has been interested in the ,I/t;, search. The goal from the 199:1data is to measure

the production cross section at I[ERA energy which is hitherto IlIlknt)wn and will lead

to an estimate of the Gluon Structure Function. The J/t/, is identified in its leptonic

decay modes, i.e., tL+#- and c+e-, with a reasonable branching fractiorl (,,_ 6% in each

leptonic mo(te t'l,), 'l'he produc:tiorl (:ross section, from measurements to date, is expected

to be very' smalllq( ,'-, few Ilb), hence, ,,-, l0 decays arc expected to be detect(,d in 1 million

events collected.
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2.1,1. TRIGGER

Presently the ,I/_i, search is part of the tleavy l:lavor (;roup. ITntil S_,ptelllber 1.q!)3,

the ,1/_, group was a sllbgt'oltp of the Boson (liuon Fusion (I_GI;') group. [[(mce, the

,//ti, triggers (elastic and itwlastic) have also been defined as subtriggers in t,hc B(_F

section for the 1!)!)3data taking period, l,Tsha Mallik and Nlin-Zu Wang from Iowa

haw, been intimately involved in the t"igger configurations iTl the First; l,evel Trigger

(FLT) and the Third I,_',,'el 'Digger (TLT). In the course of the data taking, under the

evolving conditions of luminosity and experimental configurations, the trigger setup was

also evolving, especially for the new physics like this which makes critical llse of the

, q_' I"llewly completed CTD Tlie final configuration for 1..J,i I,'I' and TI,T are in place. The

dctallc thistory,' ' 'c of the ,I/li, triggers is described in ZEUS-Note !t3-105 (in preparation),

an (unfinished)early draft of which is appended. The 'I'LT algorithln now ill place was

entirely done by Nlin-Zu \'\"atlg and brollght tile trigger rate down successfully for the !

i

inelastic channels, by llsing a simple algorithm of track and ,'ah)rimeter clllsler matching.

2.1.2. F_LTEP,

,,ks mentioned earlier, the expected ratio of signal to the lriggered everlts is '-., 1'10'_.

An off:line tilter program, based on a similar philosophy, but with irllprovcd quality of track

and cluster matching, has been provided by Min-Zu Wang. This tilter typically reduces

the data volume to 2%. (As described later in the analysis, tile success of the filler was

manifested in the nice a/_b peaks observed in both e+e - and #+/z- decay nlodes). This

fast offline filter and the TLT algorithm were tested by a more, sophisticated algorithm by

Yangling Zhang and Usha Mallik using Runga Kutta method of extrapolating the tracks
• eto the calorimeter and then matching with the calorimeter 'islands' (a clust r algorithm)

and using the calorimeter energy deposit to identify leptons. ('omparing these results,

Wang was able to vastly improve the TLT eft:iciency.

The ZEUS ofttine reconstruction program has been modified several times in the

course of the data taking. The final set of CTD constants are not available yet. However,

the tracking software as well as the constants have been improved sufficiently such that
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the clat,a acctstnlllated t}lll,'.s'far arid tllat, yet to l_e accllmtllated in thi_ rll_l perio¢l will

be (re)processed in very near filture in order to }lave a llomogeneous processing ot' the

cotnplet:e data sanlpJe. 'l'}v:, reprocessitlg progri, l Ill will incorporate as tnatly ittll)t'ov('tnettts

as are cllrt'ently availabh,. 'I'o this end Ed Me( IImctlt an(t XIin-Zu Wang are working

towar(ls an improved .]/t,, filter to bo used for the reprocessing. NIcCliment is also

involved in a thorough ilnderstanding of the 'I'LT algorithln which is critical to nmasllre

t ,, and is being studied by C_anguo I,i a graduateits etF,iency. (The FI,T efticiency has _cn

student from OSI_.)

2,1.3. ANAL'¢SlS OF 1993 DATA

" ZI,I.S central an _Resources: Ihe' ; :' alvsis computing facility ZAI1AII* has been very

helpfill in processing I)S'I's for further analysis. 'I _,_;, filter program at the (:rid of the

reconstruction job s¢,Is lip tags if a particular _ ¢nt is wanted by any one of llw allalvsis

grollp. These events are sel¢'¢:te¢l for ¢l¢'tailed '1¢',.'¢'1'2'processiTlg and tim results arc' slor¢:¢l

orl ZAItAII disk irl llw t'ornl of rl_iniI)ST. ('_lrre_itly Ibis r_,_t_lires ,-,13 kllvt¢, per ev¢'nl.

however, soon this will t)e illcreased to _19 kByte as raw dala of ("I'I) will also tm stored

in the mi_lil),. 1 to t'a(:ilil.at(' t'llrlh(,r repro(,essing.

Iowa presently Ilas three Silicon Graphics workstations, lwo In(ligo 3000 and one

Indigo2,1000 with :!5 mips and 70 mips processing powers, respectively. It also }_as l.l

(IByte diskspace with four high density (:xabyte tape drives availabh,. This has e_al)led

tt_(', group to }_a,vea complete data sample of .]/_i,'s with 'inaprov(,(l' tilter.

Analysis ' Min-Zu Wang and Usha Mallik are performing two in(lel)e_dexlt s(,Is of

analyses. Presently, Wang is analyzing the two prong (prin_arily elastic)('v('nls and Nlallik

is working with higtmr multiplicity events, primarily the inelastic events. Figures 2a and b

show the invariant mass distributions of two electrons and two muons, respectively, fi'om

, t • .]/_;, The elliciencv ofthe filtered data sample. A peak is clearly visible at h¢, niass.

the muon decay mode is low as indicated by the Monte Carlo study. 'l'he plot represents

, it consists of a powerful cpu serw_,rwith w,ry high data processing bandwidth and is ,_quipped with
large disk based data storage with fast, high capacity tape storage. It is designed for processing
DSTs and producing minil)S'l's with batch service.
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data from a luminosity of ,-_220 nb -l A minimum of 0.8 GeV/c transverse momentum

requirement has been applied to these events. All the events at and near the ,]/_l; peak

have been individually inspected. Figures 2c and d show two such one event displays.

Tile corresponding Monte Carlo expectations for the .I/_/, events are displayed in Figures

3(a,b). Figures 4a and b plot the transverse momentum distribution from the data

and from the J/f., Monte Carlo, respectively. A clear preference for higher transverse

momenta is observed for the d/fo events. While the presence of the ,]/_/:'s is seen, it is

harder to obtain a clear signal for the high multiplicity sample.

Future plan of analysis: The critical next step is to determine the combined efficiency

and acceptance of the event selection. This includes study of the various generators and

the hadronization processes. Zhang is presently trying to setup and optimize a package

which will identify leptons as part of the matching of tracks and clusters. In short, the

study has just begun.

2.2. A.',':XLYSISOF 1992 DATA

_, " _ ' e _ _VThe phvsics results from lhe 1992 data from ZEUS has been descrlb.d ¢ls__vhere (see

reference section). One of the most exciting results of 1992 data is the extraction of the

Structure Function F2 in the recent HERA explored low x domain" figure 5 and 6 show

the results from the F2 publication. The data seems to follow the MIISI)-' extension into

this region indicating no saturation effect is observed yet in the current data.

Maria Roco has been working in the Structure Function group with the 1992 data.

She is preparing for a Ph.D. thesis which primarily contains her work on the study of

the kinematic variables for the F2 measurement and the first look at the gluon density

distribution. The anticipated graduation date is May 1994. It is expected that she will

present the results from ZEUS at a conference in early spring.



2.2.1. STUDY OF DETECTOR SYSTEMATICS

A precise reconstruction of the kinematical quantities is crucial in the determination

of the proton structure function. This involves a thorough understanding of the elec-

tron and hadronic energy scales. Errors in the energy measurements of the electron and

hadrons would result in systematic shifts in x and Q2 which might severely affect the pro-

ton structure function determination. Due to detector effects such as inactive material,

beamhole, calorimeter boundaries and calorimeter noise, the measured energies in the

detector are in general lower than the true (generated) values in the Monte Carlo. The

loss in the hadronic transverse momentum as well as the hadronic E-pz is ,-_ 1,5-20%. In

order to understand where this deficiency is coming from, a study was done to estimate

how much of the loss is due to the beamhole and the inactive material. In addition,

corrections to the hadronic quantities were extracted which would compensate for these

losses. The details of the work is described in the appended ZEUS-Note 93-064/U. of

Iowa Pub 93-13 by Maria Roco.

2.2.2. EXTRACTION OF GLUON DENSITY DISTRIBUTION

'["he gluon distribution cannot be directly measured in deep inelastic lepton hadron

scattering since gluons do not carry weak or electric charge. However, there are methods

proposed to indirectly measure the gluons in the nucleon. The method used in this

analysis is based on the assumption that at small values of the Bjorken scaling variable

x< .0i, the QCD predicted F2 scaling violations arise mainly from the gluon density.

The results from the ZEUS proton structure analysis, showed an observed dependence of

F2 on Q2 which is in accord with the scaling violations predicted by QCD, as displayed in

Fig.7. The procedure and the derivation of the systematic errors involved are discussed

in the appended internal ZEUS report by Roco in ZEUS-NOTE 93-088/U. of Iowa Pub

93-14.



2.2.3. EXTRACTION OF F2

Roco is presently performing an independent extraction of I;'2 as part of her thesis.

The determination of the systematics is one of the most critical aspects of the results.

She is making an independent, evaluation of the systematics, which involves a thorough

understanding of the uncertainty arising from the determination of the hadronic energy

scale and various electron finding algorithms: the electron energy and the position mea-

surements, estimation of photoproduction background in the DIS event sample, different

tracking algorithms, vertex determination and the use of various structure function in-

puts.

3. Future Upgrade of ZEUS

As the luminosity approaches the design value, new and better measurements are

needed to study low (:ross section phenomena and to obs_'rve precise results. To this

end, several upgrades of the ZEI._S detector, riot included irl the original tcsign arc now

underway; they are:

1. Small Angle Rear Tracking Detector (SRTD)' As discovered from the 1992 data,

the electromagnetic clusters around the beam pipe (20cm X 20cm) w.r. not prop-

erly understood and subsequently, were discarded from the .vent sample. This

caused poor electron measurements and therefore severe limitations of statistics.

To remedy the situation, the SRTD was planned to be installed for 1994 data tak-

ing. It consists of two layers of 1 cm wide scintillator strips (X arid Y) in front of

the REMC as shown in Figure 8; an identical readout to that of the calorimeter is

used. A prototype has been installed in the 1993 run and is working.

2. Forward Neutron Calorimeter (FNC)' One of the exciting observations from the

1992 data has been the events with a large rapidity gap (see reference section).

The Regge type exchanges have been revived with newer QCD interpretations. To

test any possible Orie Pion Exchange (OPE) model, the contruction of the FNC

for implementation in the 1994 data taking has been proposed to the PRC in the
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form of a letter of intent,. The FNC will consist of a plastic scintillatc_r sampling

calorimeter "-, 10A deep at a distance of 100-120 meters from the IP in the l'k_rward

direction in the beamline covering 60cm X 60cm area. A prototype is being tested

in the 199{3run.

{3. Presampler: The thickness of the dead material encountered by a particle emerging

from the ZEUS interaction point varies as a function of the polar angle 0 (Fig.9)

leading to an energy loss of the particles traversing the dead material. In principle

this effect can be corrected on average if all the effects in tile detector are properly

simulated in the Monte Carlo. However, to have a correction on an event-to-event

basis, a presampler of the showers produced in the dead material is proposed. It

consists of scintillator tiles with WaveLength Shifter (WI, S) fibers leading to PMTs

as shown in Fig. 10 for a (10cmX10cm) prototype. The details of the presampler is

described in DESY PRC 93-07 and is appended to this report; it, was presented to

lhe Program Review Committee (P1RC)at, the end of September 1993 in the form

of a letter of intent. Iowa's role in the project is descril_ed below.

Presampler : Iowa's role

The idea of a presampler has been around for nearly two years. A few beam tests

at CERN have esta.blished the feasibility of the basic design, i.e.. 20cm X 20cm X 0.Scm

scintillator tiles with 2ram WLS fibers glued in the scintillator tiles. The type of PMTs

and the kind of readouts are still under discussion. The two previous options, namely, a

digital pipeline and an optical delay line (described in the appended report), are exciting

and are undergoing tests which show promise. However, as they are new to ZEUS, it, will

be virtually impossible to have an established system integrated in the ZEUS data chain

using either of these options by 1995 data. taking or a prototype with a few channels

installed for the 1994 data taking.

Iowa volunteered to explore an alternative; a modification of an already established

readout system, namely, that of the RHES. The outputs of the silicon diodes are pream-

plified and shaped which produces a (differentiated) bipolar pulse with 180 ns rise time;

the first half of the bipolar pulse is sampled and digitized to yield the charge and the time

10



signal. The pulse shape inpltt to the. shaper and output pulse from the shaper are shown

in Figure 11. (Tile input to the shaper has a :20 K__ impedance). Whether a I_X,I'I' olltpllt

,,ignal can be s_lccessl'ully shaped and measured using a shaper with such a long rise l,illle

was an important concern. At I)ESY, Mallik, McCliment, Wang and Zhang with help

from a HES expert successfully observed PMT outputs through the lIES shaper with an

oscilloscope.

As the presampler will be placed in front of the (SRTI)/)RCAL and the FCAL, it

will be exposed to substantial [lraniurn noise. To test if this will in any w_y hurt the

Dasibility of the measurements, Wang and Zhang participated in a beam test scheduled

at CERN in August 199a to study the energy deposits in the presampler pierced in fl'ont

of the trCAL prototype with materials of wrious thickness placed in the beam line in

front of the presampler. Figures 12 summarize the results for a 30 GeV electron beam

and demonstrate the success of the endeaw)r. The specific details regarding the exact

gain, dynamic range, resolutioIl, linearily, charge and time reconstruclion algorithms and

calibralion s¢:hert_es need vet to be established more quantil al iw'ly witll lhe [illal designs,

e.g,, the type of PMT to be used (a multi_mode PMT is uIld_,_rstudy by Zeuthen). The

primary cost will be share_l hy NIKIIEF and Zelllhell, ]t is worth holing filet witll

the success of the implernentatiori of the IIES shaper, the [:orward Neul;rOll ('alorirneter

(I"NC) is also considering a similar readout scheme.

4. Maintenance and run

The Iowa group has been a prirne contributor in preparation aild commissioning of the

ZEUS experiment. This includes Data Validation, Calorimeter Data Quality Monitoring

(DQM), shiftwork, BCAL infrastructure and BCAL safety.
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4.1. DATA VALIDATION

Last year Mallik and Kreutzmann were responsible for the quasi-online check of the

data collected by ZEUS. As the online tests of each part of the detector matured, it, was

foreseen to have the data validation Inerge with the oflline data reconstruction, thereby

incorporating some detailed checks prior to the 1993 run. To this end, Kreutzmann

worked with Matthias Kasemann, the offtine coordinator and his deputy Frank Zetsche,

from November 1992 till April 1993. The transition took place smoothly and the data

validation shifts were freed up for the 1993 run, A few examples of some plots for the

CAL monitoring are presented in Fig.13.

4.2. CAL (DQM) AND ONt, INE MAINTENANCESHXFTS

The ZEUS calorimeter I)QM has been enlarged and modified to include other calorime-

ter subsystems, t,.g., the FUI' and SUI'. Altogetlwr there are hmrteen people oil shift

round the year,.s¢'ven of whom are (_:\l, experts. One ex[)_'rl and one non-experl is on

shift every week, they are on call 2,1 hours, seven days a w¢,ek during their shift. They

perform calorimeter ¢'heckollt runs once everyday, this includes Uranium cllrrent mea-

surement, pedestal runs and charge injector runs. A laser test run is also performed.

Partial calibration is performed and the dead channel list updated and supplied to the

offline everyday. If any broken readout can be fixed without an access, it; is done. [f a

window of opportunity for a full calibration of the calorimeter exists during the schedllled

run time, this is also performed. Some of the previous data wdidation for the calorimeter

has been split off and serves as part of tile DQM. Checking the CAt, diagnostic plots from

the reconstruction outputs is the shift person's responsibilty. This includes checking for

transmission errors (from TUF to IBM) and parity errors from the digital cards. Min-Zu

Wang has served as an expert. Many of the diagnostics for raw data for ofttine programs

are supplied and incorporated into DQM by him. The I)QM shift reports the status of

tile calorimeter daily at the 3:30 pm meeting in the ZEUS hall and weekly in the ZEUS

calorimeter meeting.
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4,3. CFLT MONl'rol_

Tile FI:I' part of the existing I)QM tests the trigger olllpUl integrated over the

energies from whole modules, each of which includes many individual Irigger towers. 'l'o

clleck if individual towers are working properly, and also as a (l_li('k check for miscabling

(major work on tile calorimeter is scheduled during the winter shutdown), _lc('liwlwIlt

is working with I). Krakauer front ANI_ on software that will enable one to pitt charge

corresponding to a given energy into each trigger tower separately and check that the

output trigger information corresponds to the input energy. This software has been

tested with stand-alone charge-injection runs of the calorimeter. But it still needs to be

integrated with the online software. A preliminary test has shown that charge can be

correctly distributed equally lo all the photot_tbe inputs of a single trigger tower. This is

shown in Fig. 1,1. This figure shows lhe online histograms of energy reported by the tirst

level trigger corresponding lo 10 (le\: energy input Io a single lower ill Module 6 of the

calorimeter. It will t)(, rioted that the energy in Modltle 6 ,'(,I'rectlv lies between S avid 12

(IeV in agreement wilt/ theislput, t:tlrther work is in pro_r(,ss Io t)c able to download

successively Ittore t]laIl Oil(' lower,

4.4. SI[IF'r \VoHK

The ZEI'S shifts consist of follr people: a shift leacler, a ¢leputy shift h'ader, all online

operator and a saDty person. Iowa has taken its full share of the, ¢lepllty aIld tile safety

shifts.

4.5. INFRASTUCTURE AND SAFETY OF BCAL

Three people are responsible for maintenance ot, the infrastllcture; two arc' from

FCAL/RCAI_ and one from BCAI,. This person organizes tile work schedules in the

calorimeter priorto any scheduled access to avoid any conflicl, e,g,, trigger work and

readout work; in addition, he/she is also responsible for ow.'rseeiIIg ttw proper mainte-

nance of all CAL related equipments e,g,, power supplies and cooling water circulation,

13



McCliment has been nominated as the BCAL infrastructure person for the present year,

He is also performing the duty of the BCAL safety officer.

5. Summary

Iowa has taken a leadership role in Physics projects (gluon density determination,

J/¢ production), detector development, and in maintainance and running of ZEUS.

An offtine analysis environment has been established in Iowa in January [993 with a

Silicon Graphics (SG[) R4000 Indigo computer, three disks and a high density exabyte

tape drive. These are used by the students at Iowa and the resident faculty. The resources

at DESY are all SG[ which presently consist of two R3000 [ndigo's and one R4000 Indigo2

in cpu. The peripherals consist of four hi-density exabyte tape drives and fourteen GByte

of HP disks. They have and are continuing to provide very useful service to the group.

The Indigo2 is a recent addition, and this year when the l:_l,I00 is available from SGI,

the two R3000 Indigos will be upgraded to R4400,

It is hoped that the present level of (two postdocs) rear,power can be maintained.

'File two postdocs provide the 'critical mass' to have a visible and an important irnpact in
!

an experiment like 'ZEUS', and [owa has more than demonstrated excellence for a group

of its size. Tile Iowa administration is helping maintain the second postdoc by paying

half his salary this past year. (The university is additionally contributing by releasing

Mallik from teaching for the entire academic year of 1994-95,) The I)ESY a,lmirlistratiorl

feels the need and therefore are eager for DOE to maintain the current personnel level

in the Iowa group, It may be possible to pursuade them to contribute a few months'

support towards initiating DOE in the maintenance of this second postdoc,

The physics yield of ZEUS has only begun; it would be prudent to harvest it with a

strong American presence.
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Work on Fermilab Experiment E761

E, McCliment, (1)rof(,ssor)

My l)(iri ,)f (h(, ililalysis ()f I",7('ii,il).ta is li)lish,,d for a.ll l)n),(,tit,al intenl.s alid purp()s,,s.

NIv _ra(Ittatc, stir(lent, Tim l}_ll)bs. _=)i(II ,l(,i,,rtiiin(,d the l)rllnt,hing ratio of ill(, rare

(,le(:troweak decay iuo(l(' -- _ ._L-%l'rom data obtained it)the 19!)0 lix(,d iilrget run of

the 'l'(,vatron at Fernlilal). \V,, h,').v(,wrilt.('n a l,al)('r ,.)n this work, whi('h w_).ssul)mitt(,d to

l)hysi,,al l,l,,vi(,w l,_,it(,rs. A ('opy of the tith, l)_,g" is inclu(l(,d in this r(,port. This l))Ip(,r

ll)_sl)(,(,))r(,(:,omm,,ii(l(,dfor l)ul)lic'ati()i) a.ft,,r soin(, minor dlailg,,s that i).re l,r(,senily b(,in)_

)aki,)i {',_tr,,c)f. 'l'h(' ,.,,,()rEoil this l)roj,,(,l in I"Y !)3 ,'{))isist,,(i of the folh)wing:

1. l"iiiish the siiliulalioli _)t' the ll,ad+glass ,,h,i:ironllll4lietic {'alorilliet(,r:

'). _liidy ()t' elfic'il,ii_'y ot' ciil._ t_)(ltgi,rlilili,., lhe lliilliber iif ca._!'ildt, lallibdlt I)[ norlliill=

izal iOli ._illlitil_",

i|. l"iliill (h,ll,riliiliill ioli o!' i tie cii_cll(t!' _i)411ili Killlllllli lil'iili('tlilit rill i(),,

.t.._tii(ly ihe _y_ieliiaiic,_;

.5. \li'ril(., tti(, lialier.

lii it(i(lilioli, Xlr. l)lil)t)._ wiis iit)lt, it) tinisli wrilin)4 tii._ ili(,,_i._ iti lillie i_, i'evi,iv(, tii._

l)lil) ill itie _lliy Krailuatioll of ihe l'niw'r._iiy Lit' ll)wit.

lh,fort, ('l)lllilil Io I)I']_Y I iil._()._lielil it lliolil h lit l"l,rlliilal)t'rl)lli ilii_l Xlilv t_)ilii(I .]iili(,,

wll,,r(: I (lid ._olil(, work <)n lhe lieW i,_<.l (,×periili(,lil (lir(),lli('tiiili ()t' ('liiirllil,l i|iil'V:)ii._

ill i1 llyl)eron B(,aui), which will rllll ill lh(, li('xl tix,,(l liirt(,i l'illillilll!_ l)l'rio(l, ('lil'l'(,liil$'

._cheduled [or lllid l!)!)r). 'l'hi._ work ('<)iI,_isl('(t lnainly ot' d(,l(:rlllilihitl lh(, ._llti il_ lit' ill(, wire

(,hlimbers that lny colleattue, Y. ()ilel, t)liui,_ I() li._e in ltii._ (,xf:ii,rilii(,lit.
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FigureIb) Sectionof_hedetectoralong_h_beam.
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Figure9 The thickness of inactive materialseen from the InteractionPoint (IP) in termsof
radiationlengthsas a functionof polar angle theta.
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Figure 11 The input and output pulse shapes from the RHES shaper.
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Figure 13 Some data validation ploL_lbr the calorimeter from the reconstruction program.
The two top are !he lego and profile plots of energy deposited in FCAL EMC. At
the bottom, the distribution of time difference between particles reaching the FCAL
and RCAL is shown', the peak at zero corresponds to events taking place at the IP.
The last plot shows the E-pz distribution, a small peak are ~ 2Ee characteristic of
the DIS events is observed.



Figure 14 ZEUS iirst level trigger responseto chargeinjection into a single trigger tower in
Region 6 of the rearCalorimeter,The charge, equivalent to an energy deposit of l0
GeV, is distributed equally among the ohototubes of the trigger tower. Bit 5 indi-
cates greater than 10 GeV energy depos...
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Introduction

The last 12 months have been very fi'uitful for the Iowa group working at Fer-

milab and CERN. Our group consists of N. Akchurin (research scientist), A. Bravar

(graduate student), J. Chilton (senior undergraduate), D. Kadrmas (graduate stu-

dent), J. Langland (graduate student), J. McPherson (graduate student), C. New-

som (associate professor), F. Olchowski (graduate student), Y. Onel (professor),

T. Wright (senior undergraduate), and in collaboration with E. McCliment (pro-

lessor). 1 Our research program principally involves data analysis of the physics

experiments E-683, E-704 and E-761, and the preparation of E-781. It is a collab-

orative effort involving The University of Iowa and other research groups.

E-683 investigates the photoproduction of high transverse momentum jets at

Wide Band Photon beamline. This experiment's main objective is measuring cross

sections of the QCD subprocesses, i.e., QCD Compton effect and quark-gluon fusion.

E-704 is the highest energy (200 GeV) spin physics experiment with incident

polarized protons and antiprotons in MP9 Polarized Proton beamline. This exper-

ilnent focuses on the study of polarization effects in high-energy pp(_p) scattering.

Analysis of Fermilab E-761 is yielding large amounts of physics and many

papers have been published. Many other papers are in near final draft form. The

E-78I (SELEX) test run has been completed successfully and based up a the pos-

itive results final approval of that experiment obtained. We will also pr(,vide and

install the Iowa drift chambers in the E-781 area (6 planes) and 5 MWPC (15

planes). The experiment is now being installed in PC4 at Fermilab. CERN ex-

periments RD172 and WA89 are enjoying similar successes. Analysis results of the

WA89 data taken in 1991 are now emerging and look very good, especially in their

impact on our experiment at Fermilab, E-781. Additional data was taken in 1993

and the preliminary results look very promising.

Our current commitments include the data analysis of experiments E-683,

E-704 and E-761, and research material for three Ph.D. theses.

1 This work was funded by Task A and reported therein.
2 This research was done using both Task B and Task C funds and will be

reported on in the Task C section.
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The E-704 program offers unique spin physics studies at high pt and large xr

phenomena and also in the difference between total cross sections (pp and Op) in

the pure helicity states at high energies.

During the first part of the 1991-1992 FNAL fixed-target run, we performed

the following measurements:

, CNI (Coulomb Nuclear Interference Measurements)

, Polarized-Proton (anti-proton) beam at 200 GeV/c on a polarized target

&aL(p T P T) and AL( _ T P T)

ALL in p T p T_ 7r°X at high pt

, Polarized-proton beam at 200 GeV/c on a hydrogen target

P Tp _ 7r° at high pt

p T p ---' A(E°)X

P T p _ ( r+, r°)X at large xf

The primary activities of the Iowa group were the CNI analysis, and the

study of spin dependence of A with polarized p beam. We are presently the leading

institution in both analysis projects.

Coulomb Nuclear Interference (CN!)Measurement

It is commonly believed that polarization in elastic scattering would van-

ish at high energy where the amplitudes are eventually dominated by diffraction,

parametrized in terms of pomeron exchange having no spin-flip terms. However,

Schwinger [1] pointed out that large polarizatioh ,f fast neutrons is possible by the

spin-orbit interaction arising from the motion of the neutron magnetic moment in

the nuclear Coulomb field at very small scattering angles due to the long-rmlge na-

ture of the electromagnetic interactions. Several authors [2-5] also showed that a

small but considerable asymmetry was expected in high-energy pp elastic scattering

at small four-momentum transfer squared Itl _ 0.003(GeV/c) 2 which arises from

the interference between the hadronic non-flip and the electromagnetic spin-flip

amplitude. In terms of helicity amplitudes, this is expressed as [6,7],

da

AN'-_ = -Im{(¢1 + ¢_ + ¢3 - ¢4) ¢_*} (1)



where _ is the spin-averaged differential cross section.

da rr

d-"/"= 2k---_[1¢'1_+ 1¢_12+ 1¢312+ 1¢'12+ 41¢_12] (2)

If the higher order electromagnetic terms are neglected, and under the hy-

pothesis of the additivity of the hadronic and electromagnetic amplitudes, (¢i =

¢i h + ¢ie), the differential cross section can be expressed in the Coulomb-nuclear

Interference (CNI) region as

da da _ dah da i

d-7= T + "-J'i-+ d--i" (3)

where the superscripts indicate electromagnetic, hadronic and interference contri-

butions to the differential cross section; these are usuaUy parametrized tin,

da 4,rc_2 a2tot
p2 eb, e_i'aatot(sin28 + pcos28) (4)dt - t 2 +_(1+ ) ---_--

where a is the fine structure constant, p is the ratio of the real to the imaginary

parts of the hadronic scattering amplitude at t = 0, _ is Bethe's phase shift (8 =

-(In Itl + In b + 0.577)_), and b is the nuclear slop,, parameter.

The electromagnetic amplitudes are written in one-photon exchange approxi-

mation, keeping the leading terms only at high energy and smaU momentum transfer

Itl, (_ >>m2 >>It]),

t '

¢_ = -¢_ _ _ (# - 1 (# = 9-.79), (6)

¢_= Itl'n 2m' (7)
The contribution of the different components to the total asymmetry is written

as_

AN-_= AN--d-[ + AN + AN-d-[ . (8)

In Eq. (3) the interference term originates from tim nuclear non-flip amplitude

and the Coulombic charge-charge interaction. In Eq. (8), however, the interfer-

ence comes from the nuclear non-flip amplitude and the charge-magnetic moment



interaction which gives an electromagnetic spin-flip amplitude. The major contri-

bution to the asymmetry comes from the interference of ¢_ and ¢_ (non-flip) with

¢_ (single-flip) amplitudes. The imaginary part of the hadronic amplitudes, ¢_ and

¢_, can be calculated by the optical theorem, using the total cross section atot.

1

where s is the center-of-mass energy squared and m is the proton mass.

Assuming zero electromagnetic A_v (single-photon exchange), the asymmetry

in the Coulomb-nuclear interference region is written as [2],

AN(t) = A_(t) - 1
l +id,,dah + A_v(t), (10)

4zS12

A'N(t) = A'N(tp)_, (11)

where z = t/tp and tp = v/3(87rc_/atot) _ 3.12 x 10-S(GeV/c) 2, The maximum

interference tmymmetry is

A (tp) - 1 0.046, (12);71

where # is the total magnetic moment of proton trod m is the proton's mass. A hN(t)
at small Itlvalues, on the other hand, appears to behave like [8]

AhN(t) _ _ (13)

and, accordingly, the interference term should dominate for Itl< 6 × 10-S(GeV/c) 2

at energies higher than 50 GeV.

Previous measurements with polarized targets could not access such a small

-t region because the recoil would be reabsorbed in the target, thereby making the

kinematical determination of elastic-scattering events on the polarized free protons

in the target impossible. By making use of a polarized beam and a recoil sensitive

scintillator target we were able to observe polarization effects in the CNI region for

the first time at high energies.



It should be noted that ixi the pa.st high rest_luti_m forward spectronwters

[9,10] and/or gm,_eoustargets with recoil detection [11] were employed for the mea-

surements in the CNI region at high energies with an unpolarized beam and target;

on the other hand, for colliding beams the experimental problem is the detection of

tile scattered partich, s very close to the circlflating beam [12,13].

Figure 1 shows (a) the (hfferentml cross-sectlon memsurrment at 20(} G_V/c

[9], and (b} the theoretical prediction for the CNI analyzing power, AN msa function

( t o , *of the four-momentum transfer squared [2]. Although the maximum p)mrlzatmn

is only ,-. 4.6%, the average integrated cross section fi)r 0,004 _<t < 0.04 (GeV/c) 2

is relatively large, .-. 3.10 mbarns. This makes such an interference measurement

possible and _tlso sititable fc)r applications as a high energy polarimeter.

If, however, the hadronic spin-flip amplitude is other than zero, the asytmnetry

predictions chaagr. This could bc the, ca.,_e,fi_r instance, if ttw proton waw,-flmction

contaiIls a _lytmnlically _,nhanc_,(l (liquark tiros rrsldting in a sl)itl-flil_ term to al)pear

[14]. The qlwstion of spin-flil_ ccmtributiotts to diffracti_)tl scatteriag has c_ftrn been

_l_,l)aW(litl the literatures, I)as_,d c)tl l)r_,vious l)_htrizati_tl tm,asltr_,nwxlts at ltiglwr -t

vahws aa(l at 100-300 G(,V/(, [15-1S], that izl(licat(, a flatt(,aizlg ()f the asymmetry

at high rtwrgirs.

Experimental Setup

Figure 2 shows tile exprrimrntal srttq), inclu(liag (a) the sclwmatic layout

of the l)olarizrd (p/p) l_,,am-lim_ at Frrmibtb and (b) tl_, t(q)-vi,,w _)f the CNI ap-

t)aratlLlS, Polarized prot(ms are produced in the I)arity-_)_w()n._,rving d(,cays ()f A

hyperons. The incoming 800-GeV/c primary proton bralll strik,,s a beryllium tar-

get and creates unpolarized lambdas. In the unpolarized A rest frame, the decay

A _ p + re- occurs isotropically and the decay-proton polarization is 64% with the

spin direction along the proton momentum (for details s_,_,[19]). The 200-GeV/c

polarized protons strike the active targets after their spins are r()tated from hor-

izontal to vertical by spia-rotation magnets. Beam hodosroprs, beam chambers,



F_fore mid after the spin+rotation magnets, and a pair of nmlti-_trip silicon deter-

tors before the targets, track the incident beam, The scattered track, after tile

active targets, is detected by a series of MWPCs up to the analyzing magnet, which

is located at z = 15.04 m. The track deflected by the analyzing magnet (BM-109)

is measured by yet another set uf MWPCs and a Gray-Code (GC) hodoscope (z =

46.20xn). In order to center the deflected beam in the middle of the GC hodoscope,

the GC was mounted on a remote-controlled movable pedestal. The deflection from

the undeflected beam axis was about 12,98 cm at the GC when the magnet was

operating at 2500 amperes.

The multi-scintillator target (MST) ensemble consisted of 6 tranJ-still_'ne

crystals (diphenyl+ethlyhme, Cl4 HI2) which have good pulse-shape discrimination

(PSD) characteristics, and each target element was viewed by a XP2020 photomul-

tiplier tribe (see Table I),

For scattering events on the H atoms of the scintillator, tim energy of the

recoil protml ranges from a few MeV up to 24 MeV and the+ range of tile recoil

proton g<)+,sas lligh as 7 xxml in tran.,-stilbexm. Since these protons recoil close to

900 with resl)e('t to the b_,am axis, the target dimrttsiotts are ch(>u+nre) be 3-4 cm

in diameter all(t (rely a f(,w millimeters in thickness.

The targets were aligned on an ol)tical bench with respect to the |>earn-line

and oriented nornmlly to the bealn direction in order to mixfinfize the amollnt of en-

ergy deposited by through-going (minimally ionizing) b(,am and scattered protons

and to maximize the response to protons that recoil (heavily ionizing) at angles

of a])otlt 90 °. The diffrrence in pulse amplitudes between the throltgh-gc)ing and

tim recoil proton, which deposits all <)f its energy in the target, is the I)rincipal

idea of the discrimination |)etween tlw two cases. This constitlltes the first selec-

tion criterium in the first lew+'! trigger. There are, howew,r, practical difficulties

associated with this idea. The energy distribution of the through-g()ing particles

obeys an asymmetric Lan(lau distribution. This distribution has a long tail in the

higher energy end; extending somewhat into the energy range where energy distri-

bution of the recoil protons starts. In order to minimize this effect, and to provide

a sharper criterium for triggering over threshold, we cho,_, a scintillating target that



possesses PSD ehara.cteristics, i.e., tile time dependence of luminescence depends

on the ionization density and therefore on the energy of the pttrticles. The slow

recoil protons produce, in the MST trans-stilbene crystals, pulses that have on the

average a longer duration than that of the through-going beam particles.

Figure 3 schematically represents the timing characteristics of a scintillating

material with PSD properties. The total light output from the crystal can be

parametrized as _t sum of the fast and slow components, i.e.,

L(t) = Llexp(-t/rl) + Lsexp(-t/rs). (14)

r I and r, are the decay-time constants tuld, L I and L, are the fitted coefficients

for the fast and slow components, respectively. The fast decay-time constant, rI,

is mea_un, d to be 4-6 ns and the slow decay time constant is ,,, 275ns [20,21]. By

selecting the fn.st and slow parts of the pulses from the trans.stilbene crystals with

prompt and delayed gaits set according to the decay times, a simple PSD trigger

can be constrttctrd.

The entirr targrt _;llselllble Wa,S sttrrottn¢led ]_y 11 lead-scintillator sandwich

veto counters to eliminate all scattering and prodltction processes, rxcrpt those

close to the boron, The most effective w_,tocounter was the fi_rward one positioned

lit I t., with a hole in the middle of the counter,normally to thr l)lqHl! ( ect'o a 4.7 tan

which was ('entrrod around tile beam.

The mometltum transfer itl fromthe incident particle to the scattered proton

is measured by reconstructing the track of the scattered proton. The kinetic energy

of the recoil proton can be expressed as T = Itl/2,n. Thus, it is possible to make a

correlation between the two experimental and independently determined quantities,

i.e., the kinematically measured Itlvalues and the pulse amplitude recorded for the

same event. This criterion, in principle, provides a tool for carbon background

suppression since Tcarbo,, _ 1/12 Tavarogtn for the same scattering angle.

For this measurement, 42 planes of multi-wire proportional chambers and 2

orthogonal planes of multi-strip silicon detectors (MSD) were used. The MSDs (3 cm

× 3 cm) had 100 micron strips and we_ located before the targets at z = -171.8cm.



t it

An azlalyzing magnet w_ used to analyze the momentum of the particles. It

was centered mround z = 15.04 m and operated at 2,500 amperes during data-taking.

The magnet gap is 24" x 21" in x and y directions, respectively. The magnetic fieht

is effectively flat at 13.78 KGauss in the centrM region. The momentum kick is

about ,,, 0.4 GeV/c.

The Gray Code (GC) hodoscope consists of two identical axrays with vertical

and horizontal scintillator strips, determining x- azld y-c_x_rdinates of the trmlsntit-

ted paxticles, respectively. It is segmented into 2s = 32 bins, each 5 mm wide.

Each array is subdivided into direct and inverse sections, and each is viewed by

a set of 5 PMTs (for details see [22]). Two counters (10 cm × 1(3era) axe placed

immediately befiJre and after the hodoscope axtd axe used in coincidence with the

hodoscope elements,

Trigger

The trigger for the, CNI p,_larim_,ter ,'onsists f,f twc_ maj(Jr parts, The first

part g_'nerates a, gt_tl target (GT') signtd by explc_itittg ttw PSD characteristics of

th¢, active trans-stilbene targets when(,ver there in a rt,coil candidate in one of the

six targets, The see(rod part, ittitiated by the GT' signal, cht,cks the scattering and

azimttthal at/gh,s tJf the t,w,nt by Irving the GO arid makes a decision b_ed on the

infi_rmation loaded on memory lc_gicunits (NILUs),

Figtrre 4 shows the simplified scheme of the PSD part; tire pulse is separated

into fast (F) and slow (S)parts by nwans of linear gates nttd a trigger is generated

whenever the ratio S/F exceeds a giw,n threshc)hl. It typically ttLkes 185 ns to make

a PSD decision, The tt)tal ttnd the slow ¢,cmq)ont,nts {_fthe pulses from each target

crystal axe read also by ADCs (130 ns gate width). If there is a gcx)d event, i.e,,

master trigger, the ADCs are read attd cleared.

('The MLU logic is designed such that it pr )jects the undeflected beam track

onto the GC attd checks if the event meets the scattering requirements for the

forward scattering angle 0, and the azimuthal angle _. MLUs are loaded with a

butterfl_ cut (Fig. 5) to eliminate the up and down scattered particles anti a 1.1 cm
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x I,Icm squaxeisrutout inthecentertoeliminatethestraight.throughbeam

p_ticles,thtzsacceptingonlyparticlesthatscatterleftand rightofthebeam,

The diffusenessoftheMLU cutshasan impactintheverylow -t regionin

termsof|mckground,The eventsthatscatterat verysnlallanglesaresensitive

tothesharpnessofthecuts,The bordereffectsoftheGC alsocontributetothis

ina lesserdegr_ sincethei:iconsistenteventsareomittedby thecodingof the

hodosco_ atthetriggerlevel,

Data AnalymlJ

There aretwo major partsto theapparatusoftheCoulomb.nuclearinter-

ferencemeasurement,i,e,,theforwardspectrometerand theactivetranJ-stil_ne

targets,The correlationbetweenthe scatteringanglemeasured by the forward

spectrometer and the ptllse amplitttde from the recoil protons in the active tranJ-

stilbene targets cottstitutes the primary criterion in separating the elastic pp events

from a :ltmlber of _lifferexlt barkgr_ttzlds.

The recozlstrtwted tracks determine four of tlw critical parameters of the mea-

surement, i,e., vertex position, ._eattering angle 0,, azimutlml angle ¢ and momen-

tmn of the scattered particle, hi the off-line vertex azlalysis, the hodoscopes up-

stream of the target area and the GC are mainly used to define a road in which the

tracks are recoxlstructed. This procechlre saw,s significant time in computing, The

reconstruction is done in three different stages; the incident track before the tar-

gets, the scattered track after the targets and the deflected track after the analyzing

magnet. The track is reconstructed for each segment and at the interaction points

(target and the analyzing magnet) the distance between the tracks is minimized.

The maximum allowed distance is 2 millimeters in both x- and y-directions, At the

target and at the analyzing magnet locations, the tracks are joined when the X2

values are acceptable.

The CNI trigger reqldres that the beam interacts only in one of the targets,

and until the event is fully processed the data acquisition system is latched, In this

way the reconstruction of the z-vertex distribution for each target is possible. All



the multiple-track events are also rejected. Tile standard deviation for the z-vertex

distribution for individual targets range from 24.7 to 32.8 cm anti tile absolute value

of the difference between tile mean reconstructed z-vertex and the surveyed target

position ranges from 0.1 to 4.5 cm (Table I).

The momentum measurement of the incident protons with the fi)rwazd Sla,C-

trometer and the spectrometer at the ta_ing region in the intermediate f_us of

the beam agrc'_ within a few per cent. The beaza momentum spread is about :E9%

and the mean momentum is 200 GeV/c.

The momentum spread of the beam is further dispersed by the analyzing

magnet. This smears the distribution of evrnts detected at GC, thereby directly

effecting the low -t cut in the trigger. Momentum correction for each event using

the tagged beam momentum at the level of MLUs was employed in the triter, On

the other hand, the analyzing magnet reduces the background due to low_nergy

charged particles at the lew,l of the trigger.

The frarti.nal arc_lracy .f the amtlyzing magnet is given I_y

Ap
= 0,003I'_ OIJ (15)

!J L/L,

and it is estimated t. I., lti_tzt I(Z. Tlzr :m)szzrzztttlzzp is 200 GeV/r, the acrurary

of the bending azlgh, AOIj is al_c.tt 0.042 xnilliradiazls and B L is 2.52 Tesla meters.

Selrctic_z_._______._l._.9_f.l,p___Elt_s_Lic.Eyrnt_

The eorn,lati.n between the follr-lnolnelltllnl trallsfrr squared Jr[(or tile for-

w_u'dscattering angle 0,) and the ADC counts of pulse anlplittLdes is 11sedin identi-

fying the elastic events. Tile elastic events present themselves as a distinct diagonal

band on the It[ vs. ADC scatter plot, Scattering from the carbon nuclei and the

straight-through events are observed as a horizontal hand. Figure 6 shows this

correlation bet_n [tJ and the slow component of the ADC fi_r target 1.

There are processes other than elastic pp scattering that take place when a

proton strikes a target. Scattering from the carbon nuclei constitutes one of the

sources of background, Straight-through particles also obscure the ela:_tic pp events,

especially in the lowest ItJ-mgion. In addition, a broad distribution of qua,si-elastic
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eventscontributestothebackground,inordertoextractthepurepp elasticevents

fromthebackgroundthreediff,.rentcriteriaareappliedtotlledataset.

1. A priori,two paralleldiagonalcuts,aboveand belowtheelastic-eventband,

areappliedtoeliminatemost oftheuncorrelatedand quasi-elasticevents.

2. A Z-vertexcut,[Zrecon,tr,ct_d- Z,t,rveV,dltanS, < Me, where 1.65< M <

2.2and a isthestandarddeviationofthe(Zreco,jtr,cted-Z,t,,.t,,_ed)tan8.

distribution,constrainstheeventsthatcome froma giventarget.

3. Much likethe caseabove,anotherconstraintisconstructedforthe four-

momentum tr_msfer squared. If [t,,_aa,red -te.v_ct,d[ > A, where 0,009

(GeV/c) _ < A _<.0.01 (GeV/c) _, tlten ttle event is rejected, t,,v,cted is de-

duced from the recoil energy Rs described below.

Ttle ADC (slow cotnponetlt) counts vs. -t for target 1 are sltown in Fig. 6b af-

ter the z-vertex cut is applied. In general, the background events are s_n only

in tile lowest ADC ctmnnels. These events are mostly due to carbon scattering,

minimally-iotiizing throttgli-gc_ing beam particles witli large multiple scattering and

uncorrelatedImrticlesthatare acceptedby thetrigger.

Ifone makes a bimtittgoftheIt]vs.ADC ct_rrelation,inequalIt[intervals

(At = 0,0025(GeV/c)'_),theprojectionoftheevems ontotlleADC axisexhibits

thedistribttticmsthatareobeyedby eachspecifictypeofevent(seeFig.7).The

througll-goingparticlesshow a Landau-ttdldistributioncutatthelowsideby our

triggerthreshoM,whereasthepp r.coileventsobeygattssianstatlsttcs.Tilesum of

theasymmetrictailoftheLandau distributionand afreevaryingGaussiandistribu-

tionfortheelasticppeventsisfittedtotheADC spectra.The mostprobableenergy

and themeaalenergydepositionofthrough-goingprotonsarecalculatedfrom the

Bethe-Blochequationand usedtofixtheLandau distributioninenergy.Tllemost

probableenergy-lossforthetargetsofdifferentthicknessrangesbetween0.3and 0.9

MeV, whereastllemean energy-lossrangesfrom0.6to1.8MeV [23].As itIvalues

increase,thegaussiandistributionseparatesfrom thebackgroundevents,enabling

us tomake a correlationbeween theitIvaluesand expectedADC countsper hit.
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The central peaks of the gaussitul distribution, in the relatively background.fr_

momentum-transfer region, can be linearly fitted to form a correlation betw_n the

expected JtI and ADC values. Based upon this criterion, it is possible to further

restrict the Itl vs. ADC correlation. From this linear fit, tetvtcttd rabies are calcu-

lated for each measured ADC count. The first few bins are omitted from the fit so

as not to produce bias by the events that are at the very low -t region which is

most conttuninated by background. Consequently, comparison of the expected and

8 'the measured -t values is po ruble. As mentioned earlier, this criterion is used to

constrain the -t distribution further, in particular at low -t.

The quasi-elastic scattering and recoil protons that escape from the targets

present a broader spectrum of lower level background in a larger Ill range. The

inelastic events are principMly vettx, d by the target veto counters that surround the

target assembly.

Ttle factors that determine the precision of the forward spectrometer are the

multiple scattering of tile forward particles, tile measuwment accuracy of ttie wire

clmmbers and the uniformity (momentum kick) of the anMyzing magnet.

The nmltiple-scattering effects are due to the olastic Coulomb interactions of

the forward particles with the material in the bettor. This can be calculated as

follows,

,Ae,,,, = 14'*v/L_/LR(I" + 1/0 log_o L/Ln) (1G)
p

where p is the particle moxnentum in GeV/c and A$,ns is in milliradians. L is the

length of the material in the beam and LR is the radiation length of the material.

Since in Coulomb-nuclear interference the angles of scattering are in the order of !

fractions of milliradians, it is important to minimize tile IntLss ill tile beam. We

had He bags between detector elelnents to mininiize nlultiple scattering. Tlw total

amount of material in the beam for our measurement resulted in &0ms _ 0.021

milliradians,

The measurement error can be estimated from the position resolution of tile

MWPC, a = 0.289S where S is MWPC wire spacing in tmn. The measurement

error is about 0.0:13 milliradians for our geometrical setup.
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The multiple scattering of the events from the material in the beam contribute

to the overall broadening of the -t distribution. The average scattering angle for

the first -t bin is about 0.33 milliradians. Thus, this particular -t bin is more

sensitive to the multiple scattering of the events. We applied a tighter cut in the z-

vertex in order to reject through-going particles more effectively, which could dilute
i

the observed asymmetry in the lowest -t bin.

Calculation of Asymmetries

In extracting the analyzing power AN from the measured count rates there

are several ways of calculating the raw asymmetries e as a function of the various

parameters defining the scattering event and the beam spin state:

1. Left-Right scattering: The apparatus is (in principle) left-right symmetric

with respect to the beam. The azimuthal angle ¢ is measured by the spec-

trometer. At the trigger level two regions are defined, (L -'- -_ < ¢ < _ and

R --- rr - _ < _ < rr + _), for all of the scattering angle 0, acceptanced and

_ _ rr/4.

2. Polarization tagging: The beam contains both positive and negative polariza-

tion states in seven bins Pi = (i = 1,..., 7) from -65% to +65%. Omitting

the central bin, i = 4 (average zero polarization state, (P4) = 0) used for

control purposes only, we define negati-e P < 0,(i = 1,2,3) and positive

P > 0, (i = 5, 6, 7) polarization states of the beam.

3. Snake magnet state: Snake magnets reverse the spin direction every 10 spills

(--, 6 times per hour). This reversal of spin direction is used to eliminate the

systematic errors. The state of the snake system is labelled according to the

orientation of the polarization state from tagging at the target.

For each It[ bin, the number of events as a function of the above three parameters is

defined as N = N(L/R, +/-, Y / _) = (Left/Right, polarization state, snake state).
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For example:

/_/°+6°/2daN(L,+,T)=N(+,T)a(L) de --sinOdO(1 +AN(O)P+cos¢), (17)
J0-60/2 dft

/*../°+6°/2daN(R,-, T) = Y(-, T)a(R) de -- sin0dO (1 + AN(O)P- cos ¢), (18)
Jo-60/2 d_2

F/°+6°/2daN(L,-,_) = N(-,_)a(L) de --sin0dO(1 + AN(O)P- cos¢), (19)
J0-60/2 dO

/__/°+6°/2da
N(R,+,J,) = N(+,_)a(R) de --sinOdO(1 + AN(O)P+cos¢). (20)

Jo-6o/2 df_

The azimuthal angle ¢ is integrated between the maximum and the minimum of the

¢ acceptance (see Fig. 5). N(+, T), etc. refer to the beam flux for each (tagging and

snake) state and o(L), etc. represents the weighting factor for the left scattering

(including efficiencies and acceptances) for the considered Itl bin. The other four

states are expressed in a similar way with a negative sign in front of AN.

We define the following rates in the left and right regions according to the

polarizationstate at the target:

L+=[N(L,+,T)N(L,-,_)] 1/2 and R-=[N(R,+,_)N(R,-,T)] 1/2 (21)

R+=[N(R,+,T)N(R,-,I)] _/2 and L-=[N(L,+,I)N(L,-,T)] _/2 (22)

By using the geometrical mean, all the normalization coefficients are factored out

and are automatically cancelled when the asymmetry is calculated as

x/L +R" - x/L-R +
6--

v/L+R: +

_ N(+)P+ + N(-)P_ (__) f Ag(O)_sinOdO
(23)

- N(+) + N(-) fd,, "_-5sin OdO

The value of AN in the Itl bin considered is therefore

AN(t) -- sin ¢ Pbe,m' (24)
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The approximate statistical error can be estimated as;

1 - e2

The systematic effects are estimated by considering e({Pbe,m) = 0), using the central

bin of the tagging states (Table Ii) and by the fake asymmetries. Therefore, six

other asymmetries are calculated as a measure of control of the apparatus and a

double-check of the results. These are eL/R,et/l, and e+/_. They are defined as;

_N(L/R, +, T)N(L/R,-,_) - v/N(L/R, +,_)N(L/R, -, T) , (26)
eL/R = x/N(L/R, +, T)N(L/R,_,j.) + x/N(L/R, +,I)N(L/R, _, T)

v/N(L,+, T / $)N(R,-, T / J.)- _/N(L,-, T / J.)N(R, +, T / _) , (27)
eT/t = _/N(L, +, T / I)N(R,-, T / J.) + x/N(L,-, T / I)N(R, +, T / _)

_/N( L, +/-, T)N(R, +/-, I) - _/N(L, +/-, I )N(R, +/-, T)
(28)

e+/_ = v/N(L, +/_, T)N(R, +/_,$) + _/N(L, +/-,$)N(R, +/-, T)

The six raw asymmetries that are described above are used as a check of the

systematic errors. The differences AeLR = eL --e[¢ (space asymmetry), Aetl =

eT-- eL (snake asymmetry) and Ae+_ = e+ - e_ (tagging asymmetry) should all be

consistent with zero.

Results and Discussions

The analyzing power AN in pp elastic scattering was measured using the

200-GeV/c polarized proton beam facility at the Fermi National Accelerator Lab-

oratory (FNAL) for the first time in the Coulomb-nuclear region. The effective four-

momentum transfer squared ranged from 1.5x 10-a (GeV/c) 2 to 5.0x 10.2 (GeV/c) 2.

The results are summarized in Table II, and Fig. 8 presents both the results and

our earlier preliminary measurement at 185 GeV/c [24]. The asymmetry expected

for pure interference of ¢_ and (¢1 + Ca)h in pp scattering is represented with the

solid line in Fig. 8. The errors shown in Table II are statistical only.

For -t > 0.004(GeV/c) 2, the background events, mainly from pC scattering

and non-interacting beam particles, were successfully rejected by our trigger; for
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-t _< 0.004(GeV/c) 2, however, the error bar is large due to restrictive cuts to

eliminate much of the background. We expect that non-interacting particles might

dilute the measured asymmetry, but for pC scattering the analyzing power should

be comparable to that of pp [25].

In order to verify that systematic uncertainties do not effect the asymmetry

measurement, we give the measured raw asymmetry parameter e((Pb) = 0) with the

average-zero polarization part of the beam in Table II and in Table III we present

the three fake asymmetry parameters as discussed in the previous section; AeLR ,

AeTi and Ae+_. They are all consistent with zero within statistical uncertainty.

For the sake of completeness, we include in Fig. 8 the polarization asymmetry

results of previous pp elastic-scattering measurements performed at moderately low

-t values (0.15 < -t < 0.3(GeV/c) 2) at 100-300 GeV/c beam momenta [15-18],

They all used polarized targets as opposed to a polarized beam, as in our case.

When these and other lower energy experiments [27,28] are considered together

over the full -t rttngc, they show tim following general features for the asymmetry

in pp elastic scattering at high energy:

• a positive analyzing power AN at small -t values (-t < 0.3(GeV/c)_), de-

creasing with increasing s up to s _ 50 (GeV) 2, with possible flattening around

values of a few per cent up to the highest energies,

• for .s > 50(GeV) 2, AN changes sign in the -t range between 0.4 and 1,0

(GeV/c) 2 and remains negative in the region where the diffractive dip in the

differential cross-section develops around -t _ 1.2(GeV/c) 2.

These features have stimulated a number of speculations on a possible hadronic

spin-flip contribution ¢_ that does not necessarily decrease as V_. It was suggested

that diffractive scattering with exchange of two pions could become important at

large s; this mechanism can cause a non-vanishing ¢_ because one of the two pions

can couple with spin-flip, while the other does not. More recently, it was pointed out

that ¢_ might remain non-zero at high energies if the nucleon contains a dynamically

enhanced component with a compact diquark [14]. In the first case, the ratio of

¢'_n (the reduced spin-flip amplitude corresponding to ¢_ without the kinematical
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factor v/t) and (¢1 + ¢3)h can be as high as 0.25; in the second case, the effect is

expected to be 0.05-0.1.

An attempt has been made to extract the behaviour of ¢'5h from cross section

and polarization data and the result is ¢'5h might be comparable to (¢1 + ¢3) h

at -t = 0 [26]. It should be noted, however, that the observed polarization is

dominated by the kinematical terms at relatively small -t values and the data

available at that time were limited to Itl _>0.15(GeV/c) 2.

The results presented here agree well with the theoretical prediction of a purely

CNI asymmetry originating from the interference of ¢_ and (¢1 + ¢3)a in the -t

range of 10-3 to 10-2 (GeV/c) 2. Within experimental accuracy, the results do not

discount the possibility of a non-zero spin-flip hadronic amplitude at the level of a

few per cent of the dominating non-flip one. There is no measurement of analyzing

power to this day in the range of 0.05 _< -t < 0.15(GeV/c) 2. In view of the

renewed interest in the high energy behaviour of elastic scattering and the debated

structure of the pomeron, it might be of significant interest to extend these types

of measurements with high precision to the range-f 0.001 _<-t _<0.2 (GeV/c) 2.
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TABLE I, Dimensions and surveyed a and reconstructed b positions for each

target along the beam-line. The mean z-vertex position the stmldard deviation

values are gaussian-fitted values.

Target Thickness Z-vertex" Z-vertex b a

No. [mm] [cm] [cm] [cm]

1 2.0 -60.1 -59.5 24,7

2 2.0 -20,1 -15.6 32,0

3 3,0 19.9 21.5 32.8

4 3,0 39.9 41,5 28.8

5 5.0 59,9 60.0 30,6

6 6,2 79,9 79.9 28.8

TABLE II. Results of the CNI measurement, The last column is the raw

asymmetry measured with tile part of the bea,n wherr tile average bea,n polarization

is zero.

-t Range < -t > N AN Raw Asym.

(GeV/c) 2 (GeV/c) 2 Events [%] < Pb >= 0[%]

1,50 x 10-a -4.00 x 10-a 2,88 x 10-a 5695 4,46 4- 3,16 -1.22 4- 1.51

4,00 x 10-3 - 1.25 x 10-2 8,30 x 10-a 47223 3.11 :i: 1,09 0,11 4- 0.58

1,25 x 10-2 -2.25 x 10-2 1,75 x 10-2 55473 2.62 :t: 1.01 1.23 4-0.52

2,25 x 10-2 - 3.25 x 10-2 2,73 x 10-2 49386 3.17 :i: 1,07 -0.35 4- 0.57

3,25 x 10 -2 -4,25 x 10-2 3,68 x 10-2 29872 2,17 :t: 1,39 -0,21 4- 0.61

4,25 x 10-2 - 5.00 x 10-_ 4,75 x 10-_ 9563 0.27 4- 2,77 0,35 4- 1.29
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TABLE III. Tim raw control a_ymmetries (_paee, ._nake.and tagging) for the

CNI mea_urcmexlt. All the errors are statistical.

-t Range &eLn _et! Ae+_

[%]
1.50 x 10-3 -- 4.00 x 10-3 -3.74 4- 2.66 -0.45 4- 2.66 -2.12 4- 2.66

4.00 x 10-5 - 1.25 x 10-2 -1.04 4- 0.92 1.11 4- 0.92 -1.88 4- 0.92

1.25 x 10-2 - 2.25 × 10-2 0.64 4- 0.85 1.34 4- 0.85 -0.39 4- 0.85

2.25 x 10-2 - 3.25 × 10-2 -0.44 4- 0.90 0.24 4- 0.90 -2.19 4- 0.90

3.25 x 10-2 - 4.25 x 10-_ i.75 4- 1.17 1.39 4- 1.17 -0.05 4- 1.17

4.25 × 10 -2 - 5.00 x 10-2 0.49 4- 2.33 -0.82 4- 2.33 4.15 4- 2.33
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FIG. 4. Simplified PSD trigger used in t_ meas_t. The times of propagation of signals
in nanoseconds are indicated by the numbers in circles.
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Inclusive A Measurements

Our second main activity was the study of p T p -'* (Tr:t:,A, _°) + X reaction.

At present we are trying to tune the reconstruction program to achieve a higher

reconstruction efficiency. We hope to produce the final results for this channel

during FY94. This channel will be the Ph.D. thesis subject for Sandro Bravar.

Figure 9 shows the Iowa-Trieste Forward Spectrometer for E-704. Figure 10 shows

the E-704 experimental phase space for pp _ Ax from our data. Figure 11 shows

the selected A invariant ma_ssdistribution.
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E-683 is the ptmtoproductioa of high p± hadmaic jets experiment (Y. Onel,

Deputy Spokesman). Hadronic jets are formed when a qllark is torn from a mlcleon.

Therefore, as the quark travels outward from the nucleus, quark-antiquark pairs

form near it, _d these pairs travel in the general direction of the original quark,

..... Othus forming a jet. This process is called laaclromzatl n. Due to the fact that

our beam is composed of photons whose energy spectrum is the highest awdlable,

I 'E-683 is in a mlque position to coxiduct a number of cross._ctioa mem_umments.

' eSuch processes mclud _ "r+ q _ 4 jets, _, + q --, gq (QCD Compton ), -1,+ q --, q_

(qtmrk-gluon fusion), and nuclear-dependent studies.

In the _r+ p "* 4 jets process, we ,see in Fig. 1 that the photon dissociates

into a qC-1pair, and one of the pair emits a gluon that couples with one of the

quarks in the mlcleoa, There are four jets produced by this event: a beam jet,

a target jet, and two high pa. jets. The types of interactions that are involved in

calculations concerning this process are qq --, qq and qg _ qg. The interaction

qg _ qg dominates the "i + p ---,X interaction for p a. _<4 GcV.

The m,xt three reactions invcflw: only three jets: du_' to the point-lib' coupling

of the phenomena, there ar_, m_ bettm jets, Since th_,se three proccss¢,s are the only

three-jet processes possible, E-683 is ia an excellent position to mettsltre the cross

sections for tlmse processes. Ia the process _r+ q --* gq (QCD Compton), the

photon couples directly with a quark, which then emits a gluon as it leaves the

nucleus (see Fig. 2). QCD Comptoa dominates the entire 7 + P -'* j_,t + X process

for p.l. _>4.5 GeV, comprising _>80% of the cross section for p.t. _>6 GeV.

Ia i)hotoa-gluon fusion, ms seen ia Fig. 3, the photon dissociates into a q¢i

pair. One of the quarks then couples to a gluon ia the nucleon, producing two high

pa. jets. The spectator quarks in the target form a third jet.

In 7-N collisiorLs, both three-jet and four-jet processes should have a o¢ A l

behavior, since hadroaization occurs outside the nucleus. However, jet production

in hadron betuns _,xhibits a a cx A _ dependence, where a > 1. Therefore, in E-683,

we expect a o¢ A, since tmdronization occurs outside the nucleus. However, ia

the higher-twist process, the cross section could be affected by a process known as

"color-transparency."
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in higher-twist production of pleas, tile photon couples to a quark from tile

target (see Fig. 4), Tile quark then emits a hard gluon whidl splits into a qti pair,

The qq form a single n', at high Pi, balanced by a quark jet, In the conventional

view of the process, the r will not exit h'om a large nucleus, sittce the quarks in tile

larger nucleus will evrntually interact with one of the quarks of the pion, However,

in tile "color.transparrncy" theory, the _r.willexit the nucleus beettuse production of

a composite paa'ticle at a high p.t. ttses a spatially small section of its wave hmction,

Then the radius of the _"is small, and therefore not observed by other quarks in the

nucleus, Measuwtnents ¢_fthe A.dependence of higher-twist lr would be a test of

color transparency, Since tile existence of the higher-twist process can be established

independently in the process 3' + p -'* 7r+ X, E-fiB3 in in a unique position to test

color transparency,

Ttte Wide Bmtd Beam at Fermilab provides the world's highest energy ta_ed

photon beam. The largr-soiid-angle coverage of our calorimeters, including full

coverage in the f.rward direction, prtwides us with a uniqtte opportunity to study

the direct-cottl)ling .f thor phot-n t¢_ partcms in t l., target nucleons, The first-

c_rdrr QCD pr.crssrs c_finterest are the QCD Coltti_ton mtcl l_hotonogltton fitsion

diagrams, ht scmlr cttsrs, the ph.t.n first clissociatrs into a qttark-tuttiqttark pair

beh_re it intcrt..ts, Evrnts c)f tltis type will allc_w tts t¢_¢_btait/new information on

the phottm strttcturc functi_m, Complete srcond-_rdrr calcuhttions lmw, been d_me

by Jeff Owens of Florida State, who htu_ helped us a great deal in understanding

and applying his work,

In addition to studying jet photoproduction with a hydrogt, n target, the A-

dependence of jet . 'cphotoproduttl )it will be studwd in drtttil, We have tttken data

with a liquid deuterium target and six solid nuclear targets ranging from Be to

Pb. We know from our previous experiment E-609 that large A-dependent effects

are seen in jet production in p-A i,lteractions, The presence of tile nucleus greatly

decre_es the energy flow in the forward direction; the energy loss is consistent with

mr zkt/3 dependence, In addition, we see strong evidence for a significant amount of

multiple-scattering of the partons as they exit the nucleus, producing an additional
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Pt unbalance.rE-083kt -f l GeV forp-Pb iutrrartic_li,_.()urdataartronsistent

withtilehadn_uizationprocess c 'or .urrmg outside thenucleus.

O ' 'The rtgm of such large A.dependent effects is not well understo_)d. Multiple-

scattering models qualitatiw_ly produce the ty_ of efferts that were observed in E-

009, but in general the effects they predict are too small. Most mtdtiplc-seattering

models would also predict sul_tantial A-dependent effects in Drell-Yan production,

st** e one would expect the incoming hadron to also undergo multiple scattering.

But the Drell-Yan data indicate that any A-de_ndent effects are small. Sivers

h_ suggested that our results may be due to a final-state interaction bet_en the

outgol fig partons.

Data from E.083 as well as other recently-ecmlpleted F'ermilat) experiments

should shed light **}nthe question. E-70O h_ data on the A-dependence .f direct

photon production it, a hadron iJeam; the final state it, this ease in one par,on

and one l_hot(_n. And E.0O5 has data on the A.drpendence of deep inel_tic rouen

scattering, ila which th(, final state in one part(m and one mu.n. Informati.n from

all these rXl_('ritxsrzitst(_g_,thrr gives usa real [_l)pc_rtlzzfityt[) learn abe)lit the passage

of coiorrd .bjr(,t s thr[,tgh n ttclear mat tee.

Ra(liati,n shirl(liug l)roblrxsmits bc_th tlsr exter,lal I_eal|l lines and in the accel-

erat.r itself _h,layed the start ,f the flxrcl-target ru:l Ilzstil late June c_f1991. After

the start-up l)_,riod, the accelerator ran fixirly reliably, with the russ llmting about

six m()nths. The flxrd-targ_,t run rnde_l F_,bruary 1992.

Wr tomskdata with a hyck(_grn target, a deuteriu_n target, and six s_did nuclear

targets. Below is a suuanary [_f the raw triggers an_l rstimawd dijrt samples for

each of these _targets. The m_clear targ[.t _lata is split rougl_ly rvet_ly b_,twrrn the

six targets, which were Be, C, AI, Cu, Sn, and Ph.
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Jet8 arise from the fragmentation of pattens in hard scattering processes. Jets

have been observed ia ma_ly experiments in hadron-hadron interactions [1] as well

ia deep im,lastic lc,ptoxl-hadmn iateractions [2] aad e+ e- annihilations [3]. Single

high pt hadroas _md ,,:wrgy fl()w hstrlbutmns have b_n studied in earlier, lower
t t _ 6energy, plmtopmductmn expemnents [4], but until now no _bservatmn has b_n

made of jet productioa by a real ptmton beam. Receat results from HERA show

evidence for lmrd scatterixlg izi almost-real photon.proton interactions [,5]. In this

letter we report the first observation of jets produced by a real photon beam incident

on a proton target.

la low mc_meatum-transt'er processes, photoxl interac_mns leading to ha |mmc

final states can be described by the vector-dominance model (VDM), in which pho-

tons act like vector mc,so_ls [6]. But _tt high momentum transfer (high pt), other

processes ar_ c,xpt:,ctvd to dc_minate [7]. These include the direct c( uplmg coatri-

tj t 4 *bu ran, ia wlm'h the photon couples directly into the hard scattering process, anti

tim sc_-c,allc_d "rc,sc_lw.cl"c_z",m:)mmc:_us photc_a col_tr_bttt_( m, ia wlm,h the plmtox_

first dlss_ciat_s iat_ a _ltmrk-aatiq_tark p_ir b_fi)re i_t_,rm'ting. Ia the dir_,ct coupling

proc_:.ss, tiw lflmtoa COmlflvwly disappears, l(:;aving_,_ spect_ttor r_mnant. The final

state coasists (_f thr_'_' j_,t._: two high-pt j_ts aml _ s_ft target jet. Ia both the VDM

and "r_,solved" c_,atribt_tio_s, the photoa tins _ spect_ttor r_,mmmt, thus producing

a four-jet fiaal st_tte, h_ the pt rax_ge of this experim_,nt, VDM processes are not

expectt'd to coatribute appreci_.bly, while the direct m_d r_;solved rontributioas are /

_,xpectt,d t_ compete [8]. Whea higher-order QCD diagran_s arv c_nsidered, there is i

no sharp distinction between the direct aad resolWL,d processes, but with w_,ll-d_,fined

experiment_tl ct_ts, it might be possible to divide ew,_lts iato c_ttegories which ap-

proximate the Born-level contributions, and qua_titative comport|seas between data

and theory ea_l then be made.

We have obserw_d the photoproductioa of high pt jets in experiment E-683 in

the Wide Band photoa beam at Fermilab which is the world's highest energy tagged

photon beam. Jets have been observed with single jet p_'s ia the range 3 GeV/c to

9 GeV/c. [ncidex_t tagged photox_ energies ranged from 50 to 400 GeV. Photons
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were produced by |)remastrahlung from a secondary electron beam incident on a

lead radiator which w_m20% of n, radiation length. The incoming electron beam

had a mean momentutn of 3i0 GeV/c ml(i an rms momentttm spread of :t:15%,

The energy of tile incoming electrons was tagged by [tll array ()f silic,n microstrip

detectors tlpstrealn, between, and downstremll of a pMr of (lipole magnets. Two

planes of scintillation counters I101t3' the silicon deteeturs nlonito_d be_n flttx and

occupancy of nearby heath buckets. After the electron radiated, swt_per magnets

bent it into an array of shower counters which measured tile electron's final ener_,

The photon energy (excluding effects of multiple brem_trahhmg) is tile difference

between the incmning and outgoing electron energies, and is known to _5%, Monte

Carlo sinltllations of tile beatn indicate that multiple breltlsstrahlttng ill the radiator

leads to less than a 5% overestimate of the photon energy, We have llot attempted to

correct the photon energy for multiple bremsstrahlung, sillce it is not an important

effect in this analysis,

The oxprrimetttal apparatus is shown in Fig, 5. Two scintillation counters

ttpstrratn of the hy(lrogrn target v0tcu,d charged imrticlrs from l)hototls which had

ronw_rte(l ill material tll)strl, alll. A rOllllter ininm_li;ttoly t iowllstre;tlll of tilt, target

required at le,_st olle charged track exiting the t,.,rg,,t. Two planes of srilltillator

hodoSrOl)eS vrh_r(l rvrllts whicll wrrr accC)ll_i)alliecl I_y a llltlOll. Dowt|strealn of

the target were flwr planes of multiwire proportional clmnlbers and six planes of

drift chmnbrrs, followed l)y all analysis magnet and all ad(litional 13 l)lanrs of drift

rhatnbers, The magnet had a small pt kick (about 100 MeV/c) so a,s not to interfere

with calorimeter-bn,sed jetflnding.

After the wire chambers was a tlighly segmente(l electromagnetic and hadronic

main cMorimeter (MCAL), cow_'ring a laboratory psetldorapidity (el) range from

2,6 to 4,9. Tile MCAL has been described in detail elsewher0 [9]. It consisted of

132 towers of lead-scintillator and steel-scintillator sinai)ling calorimetry, each tower

being four layers deep. Each tower covered a At/and azimuthM (_$) range of about

0.3, Measured energy resolutions were _, = _ for electromagnetic particles and

for hadrons, where E is in GeV. Tile absolute energy scale of the calorimet_r

in this analysis is uncertain to about 7%,
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A beam calorimeter (BCAL) downstream of the main calorimeter measured

the energy flow in the forward direction. It covered 77down to 4.9 in the laboratory

frame, which corresponds to a center-of mass (CM) polar angular (tgCM) range of

about 0-20 ° for a photon energy of 250 GeV. The BCAL was divided into four

layers longitudinally, all of which were steel-scintillator sampling calorimetry. Elec-

tromagnetic showers were contained mostly in the first layer, with a small spillover

into the second layer. The pattern of longitudinal energy deposition allowed an

approximate separation of electromagnetic and hadronic contributions. The en-

ergy resolutions were about _E for electromagnetic particles and _EE for hadronic

particles.

The high transverse energy (Et) trigger was formed using information from

MCAL. Analog signals from the four layers in a tower were added, then weighted

by the sine of the laboratory polar angle to make signals proportional to Et for each

tower. These signals were then used to form various triggers. For this analysis two

trigger types were used, the total Et or "global" trigger, and the "two-high" trigger.

The global trigger required the total Et in the calorimeter to be above a threshold;

this trigger reached full efficiency at a total calorim¢,ter Et of typically 8 GeV. The

two-high trigger required the Et in any two towers anywhere in the calorimeter to

be above a threshold which, for full efficiency, was typically 0.75 GeV. A software

threshold slightly above the hardware thresholds removed any biases due to the

hardware trigger. The trigger requirement resulted in an effective photon spectrum

ranging from about 100 GeV to 400 GeV with a mean of 260 GeV.

A total of four million triggers from the hydrogen target were collected. A

small amount of data (about 10% of the photon sample) was collected using a

pion beam of mean momentum 250 GeV/c. Data were collected from July 1991

to January 1992. The data presented here represent about 30% of the photon

sample and all of the pion sample. Cuts were applied to remove spurious muon

triggers, which were about 12% of the triggers. All events were required to have

a reconstructable photon energy. In this analysis, no information from the wire

chambers has been used. Target empty subtractions of about 20% have been applied

to all distributions.
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A standard jet-finding algorithm [10] was applied to the calorimeter informa-

tion in the laboratory frame. A cone in pseudorapidity (77)and azimuthal angle (¢)

was defined by R = v/Ar_ 2 + A¢2. The highest pt tower in an event was used as a

seed to define the zero of &r/and A¢. A cone of radius R=I was used to define a

jet centered around this tower. All towers which fell into this cone were defined to

be part of the jet and were used to determine a new jet axis by an energy-weighted

sum. The new jet axis was used to define a new cone, and the process was iterated

until the jet's pt converged. The procedure was then repeated to search for addi-

tional jets, excluding v_nytowers used in the first jet. Results are presented below

for events in which the jetfinder located at least two jets, each of pt greater than

3 GeV/c and with an average pt of at least 4 GeV/c. A fiducial cut on laboratory

polar angle of 2° to 6° has been made to ensure jet containment in the calorimeter.

For a photon energy of 250 GeV, these cuts correspond to OCM of 44° and 101°

respectively. In this polar angular region, the calorimeter had full azimuthal accep-

tance. The jet pt spectrum above Pt of 3 GeV/c was identical for the two triggers,

and no distinction will be made as to the trigger type in the following discussion.

Evidence for jet production can be seen in a number of distributions. Figure 6a

shows an Et flow distribution for 7P interactions. In this plot the higher pt jet defines

¢ = 0 °. Each calorimeter tower is plotted at the appropriate ¢ from this axis, with

the entry being weighted by the tower Et. The "trigger" jet, near ¢ = 0 and the

"away-side" jet, near ¢ = 180° are apparent. The opposite-side jet appears to be

broader than the higher pt jet, but in fact this apparent widening is due to the

departure of the azimuthal opening angle between the jets (ACjj) from 180° event

by event. A similar effect has been observed in jets produced in pp interactions

[11]. Figure 6b shows ACjj; the coplanar structure of the events is clear evidence

for dijet production.

The data are compared to Monte Carlo events generated using TWISTER

V1.2, which generates resolved photons and VDM processes, and LUCIFER V2.2,

which generates the direct coupling processes [13]. Within the context of these

Monte Carlo simulations, the direct, resolved, and VDM processes are considered

distinct. For the resolved processes, the photon structure function used is that of
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Duke and Owens [12]. A minimum pt of the hard scatter of 2 GeV/c has been used,

and we have checked that, for events which pass the jet pt cuts, the results are not

sensitive to this cutoff. Effects of energy resolution, shower spreading, calorime-

ter granularity, and energy spillover from MCAL to BCAL have been simulated.

Trigger conditions and all experimental cuts have been applied to the Monte Carlo

events. Direct coupling, resolved photon, and VDM processes have been generated

with the relative cross sections of 33%, 49% and 18% respectively, as obtained by

the integrated parton-level cross sections generated by TWISTER and LUCIFER.

These relative fractions depend slightly on the parton distributions used. After trig-

gering and jetfinding, the relative contributions were 43%, 53% and 4% for direct,

resolved and VDM respectively. The energy spread of the beam has been simulated

by generating Monte Carlo events at six different energies, in ratios appropriate to

reproduce the observed triggered energy spectrum. We have used the independent

fragmentation [14] option in the Monte Carlo calculation; all other parameters have

their default values. String fragmentation [15] gives similar results, but we find

that independent fragmentation gives a better overall representation of our data.

Figure 6 shows the comparison of data and Monte Carlo simulation. We see that
i

agreement between the Monte Carlo simulation and the data is quite reasonable.

In the simple Born-level picture, the direct-coupled photon is completely ab-

sorbed in the hard scattering process, producing no spectator jet. However, in

either VDM or resolved photon processes, a spectator system from the photon is

expected. Therefore, a naive expectation is that direct coupling processes should

have little or no energy in the photon direction, while resolved or VDM processes

should produce substantial forward energy. It is therefore interesting to look at

the forward energy flow into the beam calorimeter. Electromagnetic energy in the

BCAL is subject to effects from pileup from nearby RF buckets as well as multiple

soft photons accompanying the high energy photon which initiated the interaction.

To avoid these problems, we estimate the hadronic energy in the beam calorime-

ter, based on the pattern of longitudinal energy deposition. We define the beam

calorimeter hadronic energy to be the sum of the energies in the back three layers,

with a slight correction to layer-two energy for spillover of electromagnetic energy
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from layer one. This algorithm underestimates the hadronic energy slightly, but it

is insensitive to beam pileup or multiple soft photons. Data and Monte Carlo have

been treated identically.

Figure 7 shows the beam calorimeter hadronic energy divided by the incident

photon energy for events with two jets with an average pt of 4 GeV/c or more.

The most prominent feature of the data is a sharp peak at small values of forward

energy which contains more than half of the events. In addition, there is a tail

which extends to 0.3. The Monte Carlo curve reproduces the data reasonably well.

Figure 7 also shows the Monte Carlo expectations for the contributions from the

three subprocess to the forward energy flow. All three components exhibit the

peaking at small forward energy with a tail extending out to higher energy. The

distributions for the resolved and direct processes are quite similar in the region

below 0.15, which contains most of the data.

The pion data serve as an important comparison to the photon data, since

7rp interactions have no direct component, except possibly for a small higher twist

contribution [16]. Figure 8 compares the BCAL hadronic energy for pion and photon

data. In order to match the energy range for the pion data, beam energies from

200-300 GeV have been used in this plot. Also, due to the poorer statistics for

the pion data, the Pt cut in this plot is 3.8 GeV/c rather than 4 GeV/c. Neither of

these differences has a significant effect on the distributions. The forward energy

distributions for the pion and photon data are surprisingly similar; in particular the

pion distribution is also dominated by a peak at small BCAL energy. The forward

energy decreases with an increasing Pt cut, as expected from energy conservation,

but the similarity of the forward energy for "),pand 7rpevents is independent of the

pt cut. However, pion and photon data do show substantial differences in many

other distributions, such as Et flow, Et not associated with either jet, and ACjj.

[171.

We conclude that there is not a clear separation of events into "direct" and

"resolved" categories based only on forward energy flow. Contrary to naive expec-

tations, Monte Carlo simulations indicate that direct and resolved processes have

similar forward energy distributions. This conclusion is supported by the similarity
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of forward energy distributions for jets produced in lrp and 7P interactions. Within

the context of the Monte Carlo simulations, the similarity arises because the re-

solved photon events, which have a forward-going beam jet, often deposit little or

no energy in the forward direction, due to fluctuations in the beam jet fragmenta-

tion. And the direct-coupled events occasionally produce significant energy in the

forward calorimeter due to fluctuations in the fragmentation of the high pt partons.

We conclude that a clean separation of direct coupling from the other subprocesses

will require additional information, such as angular correlations and energy conser-

vation constraints.

In summary, we have observed dijet production in 7P interactions. The Et

flow and A¢/j distributions show clear evidence for jet production, in agreement

with expectations from QCD. The data are in good agreement with a QCD Monte

Carlo simulation which has contributions from direct coupling, resolved photon, and

a small contribution from VDM processes. A somewhat surprising result is that

the forward energy flow is very similar for pion-induced and photon-induced dijet

events. However, within the context of the Monte Carlo simulation, this similarity

is expected, since the forward energy flow is siv:nlar in the direct and resolved

processes.
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Work on E-761 Hyperon Radiative Decays

(J.Chilton,T. Dubbs,J.Langland,

(E. McCliment,C. Newsom)

Introduction

Approximately 2 years ago, the last data tape was written for experiment

E-761. We axe now well into the data analysis phase of the experiment, with many

studies having now been completed. Tim Dubbs 1 has obtained his Ph.D. during

this period and a new graduate student, J. Langland 2 has joined in the analysis of

the E-761 data, with the goal of obtaining his Ph.D. for this data.

Work Completed and in Progress

There are a very large number of physics topics available for study in the

E-761 data set (approximately 1000 tapes). Some of these topics presently under

study or completed are given in Table I.

TABLE I

E + --* P + 7 high precision branching ratio

E+ _ P + 7 high precision asymmetry

E+ polaxization versus pt and xf

E+ high precision magnetic moment

E+ magnetic moment via crystal channeling

anti(E +) production polarization

E- _ E- + 7 branching ratio, asymmetry

E- production polarization

E+ and E- beam fluxes versus pt

E- production polarization

1 Task A funds were used in part for these studies. The results are presented
in that section by his thesis advisor, E. McCliment.

2 Advisor, Y. Onel.
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Of these topics, the following papers have been published or accepted for publica-

tion:

• Measurement of the Asymmetry Parameter in the Hyperon Radiative Decay

E+ --_/fT. 3

• First Observation of Magnetic Moment Precession of Channeled Particles in

Bent Crystals. 4

• Polarization of the E+ and Anti(E +) Hyperons Produced by 800 GeV/C Pro-

tons. s

• Measurements of the Magnetic Moments of the E+ and Anti(E+) Hyperons. 6

In addition, the following papers have been submitted or are in draft form.

• Measurement of the Branching Ratio for the =- _ E-'y Radiative Decay. 7

• Pt and XI Dependence of the Polarization of _- Hyperons Produced by 800

GeV/c Protons. s

• A New Upper Limit on the Branching Ratio of the 9t- _ =-3' Radiative

Decay. 9

• The Branching Ratio of Anti(E +) _/_7, A Test of CP in Hyperon Decay. 1°

• Measurement of the Magnetic Moments of Short-Lived Particles Using Chan-

neling in Bent Crystals. 11

• Measurement of the Branching Ratio and Asymmetry for the E+ _ P3' Ra-

diative Decay. 12

The above drafts are nearing final form and should be submitted in the near

future. The beam fluxes and numerous polarization studies remain to be done,

3 M. Foucher et al., Phys. Rev. Left. 68, 1992.
4 D. Chen et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 69, 1992.
s A. Morelos et al., Phys. Rev. Left. 71, 1993.
6 A. Morelos et al., accepted by Phys. Rev. Left., October 1993.
7 T. Dubbs et al., submitted to Phys. Rev. Left.
8 A. Morelos et al., final draft form.
9 I. Albuquerque et al., draft.

10 R. Mahon et al., draft.
ix V. Baublis et al., draft for Nut1. Instrum. Methods.
12 p. Cooper et al., draft for Phys. Rev.
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and are being worked on by J. Langland 13 and S. Timm, 14 respectively. The beam

fluxes are particularly critical since they are urgently needed by SELEX (E-781)

for the beam design studies. They should be completed within the next year, with

publications to follow thereafter.

Additional topics such as three body decays with one photon are being studied

to determine if sufficient statistics have been written to tape to justify an analysis

of these data.

la University of Iowa.
14 Carnegie Mellon University.
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Work on WA89 Charmed Baryon Studies at CERN

(C. Newsom)

Introduction

In 1989, the WA89 group took its first engineering run. Two years later,

in 1991, the first set of "real" data was taken, putting approximately 80 million

interaction triggers to tape. Finally, in 1993, after significant hardware upgrades

(Figs. 1 and 2), an additional 100 million interaction triggers were taken. Analysis

of these data, preparation of production analysis software, as well as participation

in the data run of 1993 has been the primary goal of one of us (CRN) during his

sabbatical and subsequent summer at CERN. After much hard work by everyone

in the group, all of these efforts are starting to bear fruit. Altogether five charmed

baryon states have been seen, plus two excited states! These results and their

significance will be discussed in the following sections.

Analysis of the 1991 Data

The analysis of the WA89 data was important to all of us for several reasons.

First, the physics is interesting. Second, to SELEX members, there were two critical

aspects of the production mechanisms that needed to be measured and understood.

The first aspect was to verify that the use of a E- beam would result in a large

leading effect implying the production of large numbers of A¢ baryons. If this

effect is verified, it is then hoped that F._ baryons would also be produced in large

quantities. If true, then SELEX would produce more than 100 times the statistics

of these particles in this next generation experiment. Both of these effects are now

known and will be discussed in the following sections.

D- and A+ Production

The first reaction to be seen in this experiment was the D- _ K-n +Tr-. This

decay is fairly easy to study due to its long lifetime, and the two different particles

in the final state, which allow the RICH to be used for good particle identification.

The next decay to be studied is the A+ ---,pK-rr +. This decay is also particularly
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amenable to particle identification using the RICH detector. The D- and A+

mass plots and x I distributions are shown in Figs. 3 through 5. If one assumes

that the x I distribution is of the form (1 - xl)" , then for D- production one gets

n = 6.34- l(stat). This is consistent with the range of values found for D production

found using pion and photon beams. For A+ production n = 3.74-1.3(star). Clearly

the x I distribution for charm baryon production falls off quite slowly, as compared

with charmed meson production from photon or pion beams, implying a significant

leading effect. The use of a E- beam thus yields significantly more charmed baryons

than would be found with pion or photon beams at large x I.

Ec Production

Once a clear A+ signal has been seen, the next logical step is to combine them

with pions to look for the Ec. The results of this search are shown in Figs. 6 and 7.

Clear signals for G0,_,cand E++• are seen. Additional analysis is ongoing.

-c Production

In parallel to the above _arches, we were also looking for evidence of -c

decays. These were first seen by combining reconstructed A° and _- decays to

yield the -c. It was not at all clear at the beginning of this search that significant

numbers of this charmed-strange baryon would be seen. The decay modes that we

have examined so far are

. Z+ --, AK-_-+_-+

--++
• .=o_ AK-_.+

-'-71.+• _'0 ===__,

The resultso_"thissearchareshown inFig.8.Theseresultsareparticularlyexciting

when compared with the Ac results. One should note that roughly equal numbers

of charmed and charmed-strange baryons are seen• This is entirely different from

the results of pion and photon beams, where the charmed-strange baryons are much

reduced (factors of 100) with respect to the charmed baryons! Clearly, the use of a

hyperon beam has great advantages for the production of charmed-strange baryons.
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Excited States and Radiative Decays of Charmed Baryons

In addition to the search for charmed and charmed-strange baryons, one can

also look for excited states and radiative decays of these same baryons. This has

been done by looking at the following spectra:

• M(A+1r +,°) - M(A +)

• M(A+_r °) - M(A +)

• M(_ +_,) - M(_ +).

The results of this search are shown in Figs. 9 and 10. Not only do hyperon beams

yield large numbers of charmed-strange baryons, but also significant numbers of

their excited states.

Hardware Upgrades for 1993

Of the many hardware upgrades made by the group to this experiment, the

major contribution of Iowa to WA89 was in two systems. During the 1991 run,

extensive analysis indicated that thetwo major weaknesses lay in the construction

of the target and the silicon beam/vertex detector systems. The major problems

in the silicon s_/stem were caused by several related things. First, much of the

silicon was 50 mlo.ron pitch. This strongly limited the resolution, which is critical

for clean separation of the primary and secondary vertices. Second, all detectors

were of low efficiency. Third, the detectors were quite noisy. The inefficiency, when

combined with the noise resulted in two primary effects. The first was that track

reconstruction was inefficient, and often confused by the noise. Second, if the higher

resolution plane (25 micron) was missing due to low efficiency, then the resultant

increase in track resolution did not allow one to properly assign it to the correct.

vertex. This resulted in high combinatorics and a correspondingly large background.

The silicon detector project consisted of building three stars of (xyuv) detec-

tors placed just downstream of the charm production target. These detectors were

6.5 × 6.5 cm 2, with a pitch of 25 microns. They were built by the Max Plane Insti-

tute in collaboration with Carnegie Mellon University and the University of Iowa.

Their design was based upon the detectors used in the test run of E-781. Three

major changes were made to the E-781 design, based upon what wE learned during
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the E-781 test run. First, each SVX had an individual threshold. Even though

each SVX threshold was tested before mounting, they were found to have differ-

ent values after mounting, thus requiring individual thresholds. This allowed us to

significantly reduce the noise. The second change that was made was to move the

ADC electronics closer to the SVX, thus further reducing noise. Finally, the mas-

sive mounts of the E-781 detectors were abandoned for low mass Alumina printed

circuit boards. These better match the thermal characteristics of the silicon of the

detector, although they are not the best thermal conductors. Typical efficiencies

during the 1993 run were 99%, with negligible noise.

The target that was used in the '91 run consisted of two thick pieces of carbon

and copper placed side by side. The majority of charmed baryons decay with small

x f. This implies that the secondary vertex will be close to the primary vertex,

and thus inside the target. Since these could not be distinguished from secondary

interactions of lower energy pions inside the target, all of these events had to be

rejected. Thus, one of use (CRN) proposed to purchase several tb,hl (I mm) diamond

targets and replace the carbon (graphite) target with a segregated target. This was

done and the target was successfully used in the 1993 data run. Analysis is in

progress.

1993 Data Run and Analysis

In May of 1993, one of us (CRN) traveled to CERN to join the data run,

already in progress. The run was just moving into production mode, and each

of us was expected to take their fair share of shifts. Another E-781 collaborator,

V. J. Smith, of the University of Bristol, who had recently joined WAS9 was also

participating in the data run. The run went remarkably smoothly with only eight

hours of down time due to detector failures.

During the data taking phase of the experiment, off-line software develop-

ment was in full swing. Iowa (CRN) was asked to write a track matching routine

between the silicon detector space tracks and the "matched" tracks in the down-

stream spectrometer. This involved a close collaboration with many others since

the silicon space track finder was being simultaneously written. The presence of
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massive Zbook usage made this task particularly difficult. This project was com-

pleted successfully just before the departure of CRN to Iowa and Fermilab for tile

rest of the summer. The software is now being used in the primary data production

program.
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Work on E-781 Charmed Baryon Studies at Fermilab

(N. Akchurin, J. Chilton, J. Langland, E. McCliment, 15
C. Newsom, Y. Onel)

Introduction

The University of Iowa is contributing significantly to the hardware of E-781.

Specifically, two silicon detector systems, drift chambers and MWPCs will be con-

tributed. Detailed summaries of each of these systems are found in the following

sections.

Silicon Detector Status

(N. Akchurin, J. Chilton, C. Newsom, Y. Onel)

The University of Iowa is involved in the construction of two silicon detector

systems. The first system is a beam detector (BSSD) and consists of two stations of

XYU planes with a third XY station sandwiched between. These 2x 2 cm 2 detectors

each have 20 micron pitch and are read out by SVX-H electronics coupled with

specially designed fastbus modules being designed and built at the St. Petersburg

Nuclear Physics Institute.

The second system (TSSD) is a mosaic of two layers of four planes placed

about one third of the way into the first analyzing magnet. These 6.5 x 6.5 cm 2

detectors each have a pitch of 25 microns, with every other strip being read out by

SVX-H electronics. The primary purpose of this detector is to allow the software

trigger to quickly determine if a stiff track of the required sign (+) is present. If not,

the event is rejected. A secondary purpose is to allow a rough sign and momentum

to be assigned to tracks before significant bending can occur. This vastly simplifies

the track matching downstream of the magnet, since both bend-plane and non-

bend-plane information can be used and the area of search is reduced to a small

window.

15 Work by E. McCliment was performed with Task A funding and is reported
in that section.
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Aluminum Nitride thick film printed circuit boards are being constructed for

these detectors to minimize mass and maximize heat transfer. This is needed due

to the large amount of heat generated Ly the SVX-H and the associated individual

regulators. In addition they are well matched in their thermal expansion properties.

The design of the boards are complete for the 2 × 2 cm 2 detectors and prototypes

will be ordered soon. Design of the boards for the mosaic detector will expand

upon the design of the smaller detector as soon as the prototype boards are tested

and found to be error free. The design of the stands of both detector systems is

complete, and a prototype of the 2 × 2 cm 2 stand has been built. Construction

for the smaller boards will begin soon. All silicon wafers have been ordered and

received. Construction and assembly is expected to proceed carefully during the

next 12 months, with installation planned for late 1994. This is compatible with

the present Fermilab schedule of beam in late 1995.

Status of Drift and Multiwire Proportional Chambers

(N. Akchurin, J. Langland, E. McCliment, 16 Y. Oncl)

In the past, in collaboration with University of Trieste/INFN-Trieste, our

group operated and maintained several multiwire proportional chambers (MWPC)

for E-704 at FNAL. They are mostly 2 mm wire pitch and equipped with

RMH(CERN) readout standard. Typical gas mixture is magic gas with relatively

high gain. Dimensions are given below. The items 5-6 were originally used by

MPI-Munich at E-665 at FNAL.

Module Dimensions Planes Spacing Wires/plane

1 0.5 × 0.5 m 2 xyuv 2 mm 256

2 0.5 × 0.5 m s xy 2 mm 256

3 0.65 × 0.65 m 2 xyuv 2 mm 320

4 0.65 × 0.65 m 2 xy 2 mm 320

5 0.75 × 1.40 m 2 xyu 2 mm approx. 500

6 0.75 × 1.40 m 2 xyu 2 mm approx. 500

18 Work was performed with Task A funding and is reported in that section.
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Our group has built six planes of large drift chambers (five planes of conventional

drift chambers and one plane of delay line chamber) for E-683 at FNAL, These

chambers are in working order and can be implemented for use in E-781. There are

two planes per gas tight box. We operated the chambers with 50% argon + 50%

ethane bubbling through 0.1 degree isopropanol with over 96% efficiency during

data taking. The planes noted as x' are half cell staggered to remove the left-right

track ambiguity. Typical parameters are given below.

Module Dimensions Planes Cell Size

1.1 1,50 x 2.50 m 2 z 2,4-2.8-3.2 cm 84

1.2 1,50 x 2.50 m 2 z' 85

2.1 1.50 x 2,50 m 2 z' 85

2.2 1.50 x 2.50 m 2 z 84

3.1 1.50 x 2.50 m 2 z 85

3.2 1,50 x 2.50 m 2 Delay line 84 (top)
84 (bot)

These detectors'will be installed in PC4 as soon as the major mechanical and

electrical construction work in that area is complete.
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Summary and Conclusions

We will be continuing with our data analysis on E-683 (photoproduction of

high transverse momentum jets using photon beam) to extract the cross sections of

the QCD subprocesses, i,e., QCD computer effect and quark-gluon fusion. We also

hope to finalize E-704 (spin physics with incident protons and anti-protons) data

analysis on the A production.

Our ongoing involvement in the analysis of Fermilab experiment E-761 is now

slowing as that experiment nears completion. Analysis of this data will continue for

about one year, with the concentration on analysis and publication of the negative

beam data sample.

During the suzimaer of 1994, we will be participating in the final run of the

WAS9 hyperon experiment at CERN. No conflict3 are foreseen with the installation

of detectors for SELEX.

The largest effort by Iowa in the installation of E-781 will occur in late 1994.

The installation of tile upgraded Iowa silicon beam and trigger detector systems

will occur, as well as the associateQ Faraday cage/climate control system. We will

also provide and install the Iowa drift chambers in the E-781 area (6 planes) and 5

MWPC (15 planes). In parallel with the installation of the silicon, hardware and

software test systems will be designed and _ested on the silicon, and integrated with

the full data-acquisition system. E-781 is presently scheduled to run in late 1995

and should run for roughly one year.
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Looking to the future, we believe that the University of iowa High Energy

Physics Group should be involved in SSC detector development, so that when it

comes on-line the group will be in a position to participate in experiments there. We

are a member of tile GEM (Gammas, Electrons, Muoas) collaboration which has

showed interest in constructing a major SSC detector. The members of this collabo-

ration from the University of Iowa are Yasar Onel, Ed McCliment, and C. Newsom

(Experimental HEP faculty), Yannick Meurice, M. Haisie Reno, and V. Rodgers

(Phenomenology/Theory HEP faculty), N. Akchurin (Experimental HEP Research

investigator), S. Bravar, and J. Langland (graduate research assistants). We are

part of the calorimetry group of the GEM collaboration. We are also involved in

the two related R&:D projects on scintillating calorimetry for the SSC detectors.

These are: (tt) R&D on the scintillating fiber calorimetry for the SSC detectors

(SSCintCAL or Spaghetti Calorimetry). We recently have been funded jointly by

the Office of Superconducting Super Collider division of DOE, the HEP division

of DOE, and TNRLC for this project. This project now has a new name Scintil-

lating Barrel Calorimetry (SBC). (b) Ultrafast rea(lout of scintillating fibers using

upgraded position sensitive photomultipliers. This project has been approved at

CERN by LHC (Large Hadroa Collider) Detector R&D committee and indepen-

dently by SSCLab Generic R&D committre and it is called RD17.

GEM

A new international collaboration (GEM) has been formed to propose the

design and construction of a large detector for the SSC [1]. Building on the previous

work of the L' and EMPACT/TEXAS collaborations, we were able to form a strong

core for the new collaboration, which intends to propose a major detector combining

precision measurements of leptons and photons, and robust muon detection for the

SSC. This collaboration includes almost the entire set of U.S. groups from both

the L' and EMPACT/TEXAS Letters of Intent as well as several important new

groups who have not been previously involved in SSC proposals. This represents a

strong core around which to build the plans for this detector.



The physics goals of a large high PT detector for the SSC are centered on

the topics that form the main justification for the construction of the SSC--namely

the elucidation of the physics behind the electroweak symmetry breaking that is

expected to explain the mass spectrum of the physically observed gauge bosons and

fermions. This implies the search for the Higgs boson, technicolor, supersymmetry,

as well as the search for new quarks, leptons, Zs and Ws. In addition to these topics,

one has always to prepare for the unpredicted or unknown new phenomena that na-

ture might have in store for us. These considerations, as well as the realization that

some of these searches might necessitate the highest luminosities attainable at the

SSC, lead to the desirability of two large high PW4r detectors with complementary

capabilities.

Progress on Generic SSC Related R&D

Ultrafast Readout of Scintillating Fibers Using
Upgraded Position-Sensitive Photomultipliers

This R&D collaboration (FAROS) consists of CERN, U. of Iowa, LAPP, An-

necy, INFN (Messina, Trieste). IHEP, $erpukhov, Kyoto, and Osaka.

We propose to improve the performance of position-sensitive photomultip!iers

and with it to realize an ultrafast-readout device of scintillating fibers. This should

play a unique role in the complex of a future vertex detector, owing to its inherent

subnanosecond-resolving time as well as its capability of an extremely high counting

rate.

Our proposal is first aimed at upgrading the position-sensitive photomulti.

plier, in particular, its space and time resolutions. Full advantage of the new pho-

totube will be demonstrated in its immediate application to a generic prototype

of a scintillating-fiber detector. Our program also includes intensive R&D on a

real-time digitization of the multihit topology, which should provide an essential

back-up to the vertex tracking at extremely high rates, one of the most difficult

problems relevant to the expected high performance of the SSC/LHC Colliders.

The FAROS [2] proposal has been approved at CERN by the LHC detector

R&D committee as a Generic detector project. We also have funding for this project



from SSCLab. CERN has already agreed to equip and operaw the T7 beam line

and to provide floor space and the usual intrastructure for the counting room.

Proposed R&D by the University of Iowa Group

e Design of Trigger Logic for test

e R&D on Pront-end electronics real-time digitizer (RTD) design, improvement,

and construction

e Monte Carlo simulations on topological trigger device (TTD)

e Running the tests in T7, PS, CERN

e Data analysis.

Introduction

With the development of high quality small diameter scintillating fibers (SciFi)

and of fast multichannel position-sensitive photomultipliers (PSPM) [3], the _cin-

tillation counter technique is contintfing to find large applications in nuclear and

particle physics [4]. Ill addition to its traditionally inherent merits like fast response,

high gain, low noise, and simple and reliable operati(_n, this development hasled to

the achievement of high spatial resolution.

As an additional bonus, the upgraded dynode structures (mesh or fine grid)

developed in view of obtaining localization properties in the PSPM provide an

increased immunity to magnetic fields. Studies of the magnetic properties of these

PSPMs are underway and will be the subject of a future publication.

We report on recent progress in the construction and operating experience

of optimized prototypes of hodoscopes based on SciFi arrays coupled to a PSPM

in order to measure with high accuracy the spatial position of charged particle

traje tones, with fast timing properties that make such detectors particularly suited

to applications in the high luminosity environment of future high energy colliders.

These studies are the natural continuation of an earlier study using coarser

prototypes with 1 mm diameter fibers.



Descriptionof the Prototypes

Mechanicalstr_

We haveconstructeda smallhodoscopewith0,5mm diameterscintillating

fibers.As illustratedinFig.I,theSciFihodoscope,28mm wide,consistsof5 single

layersoffibersasseembledby staggeringeachlayerby 0.25mm (Fig.I).On the

readoutedge,theSciFiarrayissplit;nto4 segnentsof7 mm each.Each segmentis

stretchedover35mm on thephotocathode(Fig.I)soastoprovidea magnification

factora = 5,and a spaceresolutionofa - 200/_m.

A commerciallyavailable3 inchdiameterPSPM (R2486)manufacturedby

Hammnatsu Photonicswas usedinthepresentstudy.The electronshowerasam-

plifiedby the12dynodesisreadwith16xand 16ycrossedwireanodes.

Readout electrglfics

Thr eleetr(_nics are shown schematically in Fig. 2. Each anode (of each x and

y array) is ('cmxwcted to a ct)mmon delay line with identical delays. One can thus

measure the rrlative time difference between the P_IT anode pulses emerging from

the two ends of the delay line. The anode pulses art then amplified*, discriminated

(constant fi'action or leading edge) and then fed into a TDC, a m(mitoring circuit

(not shown), aad a Real Time Digitizer (RTD). Using the timing information from

the x delay line, oae can determine the segment which was hit. Similarly, from the

y delay line, one gets the position within the segment.

Experimental Results

We have installed the apparatus in a test beam (5-10 GeV/c pions and pro-

tons) of the CERN Proton Synchroton (Fig. 3). It consists of 2 beam defining

counters $1 and $2, two narrow finger counters $3 and $4 (0.5 mm wide across the

beam) and three SciFi-PSPM hodoscopes. HA1 and HA2 are of identical construc-

tion, while HB is made of two parallel SciFi arrays movable with respect to each

* A 100x amplification is presently needed because the gain of the PSPM is

10a-10 a.



other, in order to simulate two tra_ events. With this versatile setup we studied the

space and time resolution of our hodoscopes, as well as the imaging and multi-track

properties.

CSpae resolution

The space resolution of the hodoseopes was first studied using a self calibrating

method by selecting track definition fibers of the SciFi array at a given interval and

extending them to a second small PMT. Figure 4 shows the results obtained with

? GeV/e positive beam particles. After unfolding the effect of the width of the

definition fibers (0.5 mm diameter) the resolution is estimated to be _ 200_m,

which is fairly close to the expected value based on the properties of the presently

available PSPMs.

Similar results were obtained by using two 0.5 mm wide definition counters

placed up and down stream of the hodoscope.

_inearity of the rcconst_ruc_d p0sitio_

The linearity of the reconstructed position was measured by scanning the full

width of the SciFi array with a finger counter, 0.5 mm wide, by steps of 0.5 ram.

The results are seen in Fig. 5.

Tile lineafty within each of the 4 segments is quite good, Small non-linearities

are seen near the boundaries. This effect is most likely due to the edge of a segment

being near the edge of the PSPMs active area. Note that the width of the segments

(35 mm), is seen by 12 anodes each separated by 3,75 ram. This configuration

provides only one guard anode beyond the Scifi array extremities.

Scifi/PSPM detection efficiency

The spatial detection efficiency has been studied by normalizing the number

of events detected by the last dynode of the PSPM with respect to the incident flux

as defined by the finger counter. This raw efficiency, not including any losses by

the RTD, is plotted in Fig. 6 over the full width of the SciFi array, It is greater

than 90% almost everywhere, except at the boundaries of the SciFi segments. This



average efficiency is due mostly to the amount of light produced in the fibers, and

the attenuation length within the fiber.

Note that the areas of lower efficiencies correspond to a periphery of d

5.0cm on the photocathode of _ 6 cm in the nominal diameter. Another local

effect that was previously observed at each break between adjacent segments of the

fiber array on the photocathode has been improved by arranging the segments, ,u

the photocathode in alternate directions. This guarantys that the fibers that are

adjacent in the detector remain adjacent on the PMT face, even though they fall in

different segments.

In order to maximize the efficiency, it proved useful to place a reflector on

the opposite end of the fibers. Optical contact between SciFi and the photocathode

was made with silicon grease. In this connection it is important to understand that

the quality of the scintillating fiber as well as the geometry of the array structure

affect the efficiency. For example, the stacking of 5 single layers locally provides

only 2 fibers traversed by incident particles. Assuming the thickness of the cladding

is _ 3% of the fiber diameter (_ 15 pm for 0.5 mm fibers) the portion of such a

weak region presents _ 6% of the array surface. A fine structure often seen in the

local efficiency can be explained by this effect,

Time characteristics

Another important issue concerns the time characteristics of the readout sys-

tem based on the delay-line method. The time characteristics were studied by

computing the mean time, t L + tR, with respect to a reference time t0, where tL

and trt are the TDC contents corresponding to the arrival times of the left and right

propagating signals coming out of the delay line, and to is generated by either the

last dynode of the PSPM, or an external counter. Figure 7 shows the (tL + tR)

distribution with respect to to as defined by the last dynode signal of the PSPM.

The two peaks were obtained by adding a delay of 10 ns to to in order to provide a

calibration of the time scale.

The resolving time of a w, 0.7 ns can be interpreted mainly as an internal time

Ospread of the last dynode signals with respect to the c rrespondmg anode signals.



Such a good time resolution will allow a fast strobe coincidence at the level of the

RTD, as is required for two hit discrimination.

Figure 8 presents a similar result obtained with to defined by an external

counter. Assuming that the time resolution of the external counter is comparable

with that of the PSPM the total resolving time of the hodoscope is estimated to be

a,_ 1.5 ns.

Two-dimensional imaging

The spatial resolution as achieved with this prototype allows us to obtain two

dimensional images; as an example, in Fig. 9, is shown the profile of a scintillator

shaped as the letters "HC," placed in the beam just downstream the hodoscopes.

This profile is obtained in real time from 2 planes of SciFi hodoscopes gated by the

shaped scintillator.

Two-Hit Resolution

The second hodoscope prototype (referred to as type B), shown in Fig. 10, is

dedicated to the study of the two track spatial resolution. Two track events can

be simulated by a double array structure providing one of the array movable with

respect to the other. Both arrays are seen by the same rows of pad anodes of a

R3941-Mod. PSPM, custom manufactured by Hamamatsu.

As shown in Fig. 11, the anode signals from the delay line of the hodoscope

are connected to the CFD discriminators. The pictures in Fig. 12 show typical

examples of "simulated" two track events produced by 10 GeV/c beam particles

passing through the hodoscope, as a function of the relative displacement of the

two fiber arrays. Cha_ging the separation (d) between the two hits from 0 to 5

mm, the discriminator correctly triggers down to 3 mm.

General Discussion

Improving commercially available PSPMs, such as the R3941 produced by

Hamamatsu Photonics, and creating new PSPMs by using finer grid dynodes is

planned. The space resolution under an axial magnetic field of _ 500 G should



provide an intrinsic resolution of _ 2 mm in FWHM against the present 8 mm

resolution.

A PMT readout system based on a delay line has not been used for the real-

time digitization until now. A delay line less than 50 ns long is well suited to

the moderate intrinsic spatial resolution of the PSPM and the use of this purely

passive element makes its readout simple, inexpensive, very fast and reliable. In

the near future the FAROS group will concentrate on the improvements of the time

characteristics of whole the readout system. This is necessary not only for high rate

performance but also for good reconstruction of multi-hit events in real time.

The number of photoelectrons emitted from the photocathode of the PSPM

is inferred to be about 4 photoelectrons from the measurement of the spacial res-

olution. Some new SciFi ribbons developed by the Nagoya University yielded 10

photoelectrons for 4 layers of 0.5 mm fibers (SCSF38-KURARAY), yielding a clean

pulse height spectrum, well separated from the background noise (Fig. 13).

Conclusion

It is cl'ear from the present studies that the commerciaUy available PSPM

constitutes a promising step toward a novel high space and time resolution detector.

With a spatial accllracy better than 200 pro, a time resolution of 1.5 ns, a two-

hit separation of 3 ram, good linearity and an efficiency better than 90%, this type

of detector is already an attractive candidate for high rate topological triggering and

tracking applications in particle physics and accurate real time imaging. Relatively

simple construction techniques and moderate cost per anode channel, due to the

delay-line readout system, are quite encouraging in view of the needs of future large

scale systems.

In addition, there is ample room for improvements based on the present results

and in view of forthcoming developments in the field of upgraded PSPMs. Future

efforts will also be dedicated to improving the quality of the SciFi arrays as well as

the time characteristics of the front-end electronics.



Generation of events using ISAJET, minimum bias, Higgs _ 4 Leptons (MH =

800GeV), follow-up of tracks (including second vertices, multiple scattering, etc.),

trigger algorithms (isolated high p±, tagging jets, etc.).

In the following, we describe our progress during FY 1993.

Progress on GEM/SSC Related R&D

In the past few years, SSCintCAL Collaboration [5] constructed a number of

prototypes of depth-segmented fiber calorimeters and for the most part tested their

performance in a test beam environment. We have played a major role in this effort,

especially at the Fermilab and BNL test-beam work. Two of our graduate students

have obtained their M.S. degree theses (Dan Kadrmas, Jerry Langland).

1. Test of the existing prototypes

Testing of the existing prototypes was our highest priority for this R&D effort.

We used the MP9 beam line during the second part of the fixed-target run at

Fermilab (T-840) [5]. We have had experience with the MP9 beam before and

therefore assumed responsibility for this part of the activity. Our responsibilities

were the following:

• Organization and the control of the beam line and beam diagnostic

equipment

• Design and organization of the DAQ and read-out systems in this area;

including the operation of a new on-line computer, writing new data

acquisition and monitoring programs

• Operation of the gas system for the Iowa-Trieste (E-704) Multi-Wire

Proportional Chambers (MWPC)

• Beam chambers (MWPC)

• Writing of tracker-construction software

• Interfacing of new equipment with existing equipment in this area.



2. Data Analysis of T-840 test beam run at Fermilab

e Preparation of the computer programs to read the data tapes and orga-

nization of the off-line analysis

• Organization of the off-line data analysis (first pass)

• Preparation of data summary tapes (DST)

• Preparation of technical documents on the off-line data analysis.

3. Cosmic-Ray Test of the modules

• Design and construction of a cosmic ray stand (in collaboration with

Fermilab): Due to the space problem at Lab 6, Fermilab we have recently

moved the Cosmic-Ray setup to the University of Iowa.

4. Contribution to the construction of two-depth segmented module

5. New Hadronic Calorimeter Prototype construction and BNL Test Beam with

the "New Hadronic Prototypes." We have taken major responsibility for these

activities and we have delivered successfully all the items listed below.

• New Hadronic Calorimeter prototypes.

• Contribution to the construction of the new calorimeter modules

• Photomultiplier tubes selection

• Photomultiplier tubes test (source)

• Photomultiplier tubes bore assembly design and construction

• BNL Test Beam with "New Prototypes"

• Data-acquisition system setup

• Design and organization of the DAQ and readout systems; including

the operation of new on-line computer, writing data acquisition and

monitoring programs

• Setup of test-beam equipment and operation

Contribution to setup of test-beam electronics

• Contribution to data analysis

• Contribution to Monte Carlo simulations.

We have fulfilled all of our responsibilities as indicated above for items 1-5.
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6. GEM External Calorimeter consists of three major parts:

Barrel Scintillating Calorimeter with support structure

w End cap passive absorber

m Forward Hadron Calorimeter

We have the following major responsibilities

• Photornultiplier tubes (PMT) development, selection, tests (source, cosmics)

• PMT base assembly development, design, construction and quality control

• R&D on light detectors for calorimeter readout

• high magnetic environments P MT for test of magnetic field effects

study of properties of green-extended PMT (nonmagnetic}

i design and development work on green-extended photomultipliers (mag-

netic)

• The stability, monitoring and calibration of a PMT based calorimeter, PMT

readout system and calibration assembly, operation, maintenance and quality

control.

FNAL T-840 Lead/SciFi Calorimeter

The prototype detector was designed and built by T-840 (FNAL, IOWA,

MSU) in the FNAL Lab 6 area. The prototype consists of 30 principal towers

arranged in a 5 x 6 array. Each principal tower consists of a center and side pair

of subtowers, the center subtower of each pair is 6cm square and runs the entire

length of the calorimeter, approximately 200cm. Each side subtower encloses a

central subtower and starts approximately 30 cm back from tile front of the central

subtower with a thickness of about 0.46cm near the front and 3cm at the rear.

Thus the front of each principal tower is 6 cm on a side, and the rear of the tower

is 12 cm on a side.

The towers are constructed of alternating vertical lead and steel plates, with

a 2.5 mm and 2.0 mm thickness, respectively. The central subtowers contain 12 lead

and 13 steel plates and on each side are seven lead and seven stem plates to complete

the side towers (Fig. 14). Each lead plate is cut in a pyramidal form to create the
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scaling size of the side subtower, as are some of the steel sheets; however, for

structural integrity, some of the steel sheets are cut in larger sections, and span

principal towers so that there are groups of six principal towers stacked vertically.

Each vertical stack of six principal towers are referred to as a single module. One

principle advantage of this, in addition to structural integrity, is that it allows for

the study of two different types of tower segmentation, true, physical separations

in the horizontal direction, and a somewhat virtual separation vertically.

The photomultiplier tubes used were type EMI 9839b bi-alkali phototubes,

51mm in diameter, and powered by a LeCroy 1440 HV system. For a large num-

ber of runs, Kodak Y7 gilatin filters were inserted between the light guides and

the phototubes to improve specific light frequency response. Each PMT could be

alternately hooked vi 50f_ cables to a DSP Digital voltmeter, which could in turn

be used to calculate currents for source calibration, or to LeCroy 2249 ADC for

actual signal response measurements in the traditional manner. ADC readout, for

the prototype in tile test beam area, along with all other relevant information,

such as tracking, tagging, and trigger id, was accomplished via a PDP-11 using a

Jorway 411 Interface linked to a Bison Interrupt lklodule. The PDP subsequently

wrote data to a 9 track tape unit and transmitted data over a hardwired link to a

VAX 3200 for on-line monitoring and analysis. The VAX 3200 on-line monitoring

was done using Fortran-based programs utilizing VAXONLINE Consumer based

libraries, and CERN HBook and related routines.

In the MP-9 test beam area the prototype was mounted on a remotely con-

trolled movable table. This table was designed and built by FNAL engineers and

technicians to our groups' specifications. The movable table is capable of support-

ing up to 10 tons of weight and providing both horizontal and vertical tra_lslational

motion relative to the beana, with both vertical and horizontal rotational motion.

The table was controlled remotely by computer operation, and feedback was es-

tablished by both digital potentiometer readings and visual confirmation, through

multiple video cameras in the beam line, with analog instruments attached to the

table.
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6

Calibration

A principle concern with projective geometry detectors is calibration [6]. The

relative calibration between central subtowers is fairly straightforward since all cen-

tral subtowers have ttle same size and are of simple geometric shape. Tile side

towers, h,Jwever, while all ttle same size are of nontrivial geometrical shape and axe

much more difficult to actually calibrate. The hollow anti triaaagulax shape of the

side subtowers makes source calibration difficult, l_arther, the fact that in electron

showers the majority of energy is deposited solely in tile central subtowers, and that

in pion showers the energy is spread out through many side and center subtowers,

makes relative beam calibration of the side towers difficult. Several techniques were

used to calibrate tile towers. Two principal methods utilize matrix techniques. Tile

signal in each tower is proportional to the energy deposited in that tower,

where Eii is the rnergy drl_osited in the jt.h tower for the i_ event, a j is tile

calibration con.stant f()r tlw j_ tt_wer and A,j is thr _ignal tt)r that tower and event.

The central s_lbtt)wer calibration c()efficients are:

k |

with

Z Xjj, Xk_ -- _t.
k

This solution is equivalent to minimizing the energy resolution subject to the con-

straint that the total energy (leposited in the detector is equal to the incident particle

energy.

Source Calibration

The Cs 137 source was used to perform localized calibration studies of the de-

tector both during the test beam period mswell as before and after the test beam,

Initial PMT voltage calibration was done during the test beam period (with no
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beana present). Tile s_uree was guided down the 1.8 mtn tubes anti PMT voltages

were adjusted so that each tower's response was the same. After securing the correct

voltages, current val,tes were again read as the sourre wins run through each mod-

ule. Using this data, relative calibration constants for each tower were determined.

For this calculation, and all subsequent ealibratioas, the overall normalization was

set such that central subtower C3C has a calibration constant of 1. An overall

normalization to units of GeV was later produced from the electron data (Fig. 15).

Electromagnetic Response Ctdibration

The above calibration was verified with mea.,_urements of the calorimeter's

response to electroas. Runs were taken at 50GeV/e momentum and electron se-

lected beam events were directed down the center of each tower. The resultant

calibration agre_:s to a reasonable extent with the source calibration factors. No

systematic trends ia any discrepancies l:.etwren calibrations are noted. The source

calibrations, howew,r, are deexaed the more reliable. The reason for this is that the

rlrctrcmlagnrtic st,_wrr calibratic_tl tnrth_cl is very srtlsitivr to small fluctuations in

the side t_wer rlt_'rgy _lrl_sits.

Ptu'tich_ Idraatiticati_m
!

Ideally a gcx_l multi-el_:metxt ralc_rimrter should be able tc_distinguish clearly

between rlrctromagartic aad hadroaie particle types [(3].If so, thea this calorimeter

could b_r used as aa rarly lew:l in a triggerixig schemr. By slUxlHfing the square of

') ,_' [I)the energy (l(_i)_)slt_1 ia each tower axial divi(liag by tit(, sqllar(, c)f the StIlll of the

energies, one calculates a cc)lltaimn(:at l)aramet(rr _. B(:twr eoafinemrat c)f the

particle, implies a larger value t)f (. For a mixed 5{}GeV/e bettm, (Figs. 16.17)

there exists an electron peak nero" _ = 850, and the larger, broader peak at lower

is a pion peak. After adjusting for Cerenkov inefficiency it is found that roughly

90% of electroa eveats have a containment parameter larger than 800 and 98% of

hadroxm trove values lower than 800. This value is the hadron rejection efficiency.

A second method of identifi('ation uses a covarience matrix that describes

energy deposits and cc_rrelatioas for electron showers in the detector array. This
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Omethod involves tile construction of a matrix H, which defines the c ntaanment

parameter ( for each event.

H ffiM "l .

1 N (EJ ")Mo= (El • -
nml

18

(,.1= _ (E_")- _-,,)Ho(E_ ") - _,) ,
i,2ml

The containment parameter is minimized for of the same type as used to create the

H matrix (electrons for example). Therefore, in this case, the smaller value of t_

represents a mc:_reelectron-like behavior, For a typical mixed 50 GeV/c run (Fig, 18)

90% of the electrons are found to have t,"ffi 26 or less. Hadrons have containment

parameters ranging from the hundreds to the thousands for a typical run at this

energy, After correcting for Cerenkov inefficiencies, the hadron rejection efficiency

for this method is 99%, with this data set at a 90% _,lectronacceptance,

This particular metlmd manages to achieve a w_rygcx_delectron identification;

however, its apl_licability is somewhat limited. As the angle and point of incidence

vary from the position used to calculate the H matrix, the distribtttion for electrons

begins to broaden towards higher _. For incident angles greater than 5* virtually

no events, electron or otherwise, pass the acceptance cut.

Electromagnetic and Hattronic Resolution

Both the electromagnetic and hadronic resolutions have been studied. At this

time prelinfinary results are only available for early calibrations. Calculations using

the most recent calibrations are being done now. Calculations with no momentum

cuts yield values on the order of 30%/v/E for electromagnetic resolutions with a

constant term on the order of 5%. Hadronic calculations yield values on the order

of 70%/V_ and a constant term of 10%.
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Uniformity

Studiesofspatialuniformityofthecalorimetertowershas alsob_n done.

Multipleruns,a,tvariousangles,positions,energies,and beam widthshaveb_n

studied;furthermore,sourcestudycorrelationshavebeenexamined.Trackingac-

curacy,whilesomewhat limited,issufficienttorevealdifferencesinelectromagnetic

responseon theorderofa fewpercent.Thisnonuniformityappearstoalso_ visi-

bleinsourcecalibrationstudies.Figure19 showsener_ responseasa flmctionof

positionfor50GeV/c electrons,centerredon towerC3.

Energy Loss at To_ver Bmmda.ries

As mentioned earlier, for electron showers directed at tower centers, appr_i-

tnately 90% of the electron energy is contained within a single tower (Fig. 20). In

the case of pions, better than 90% of the pion energy is contained within the center

beam tower anti a sllm_llntling block of eight additional tow_,rs. More in depth

studies, for beam particles not focused on tower centers have also been done. As

' Oexpectedthee:wrgylossattowerbOtllldaries appearstobegreaterforthehorlzn,

teldirection(e.g.,module B tomodule C) than theverticaldirection(e.g.,tow_,r

C2 totowerC3). Thllsa greaterenergylossoccursbetweenthephysicalmodule

separation than between izttra-modulr i_lterfaces.

.GEM_Cu/ScintillatingFiberH_vlronic
prot0_pc and BNL Testa

Seven projectivemodules were constructedwith laminatedcopperplates

(7.765mm thickand U-shapedgroovesof3.175mm deep),coppertubes(1,5mm

ID and 3.175mm OD) antl1.35mm diameter3HF fibersfrom Bicron.The mod-

uleswere 15x 15cxn_ inthefrozltand 31 x 31 cm2 iathebackand thelengthof

themoduleswas 160cm. Each module weighed770 kg.The center-to-centerfiber

spacingwas 8.0mm ina squarelatticeconfiguration.The fibercladdingwas 50/_m

thick.Allthefibersranparttlleltothesymmetry axisofthemodules.The central

coreofthemodulescontained,,,462fibersthatrantheentirelengthofthemodule.

The restofthefibers(,,,600),whichwereintheprojectivesectionofthemodules
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wew naturally shorter as required by the geometry, The fiber packing fraction of

2.25% was dictated by tile availability of standard copper sheets trod tubes. Tile

nuclear interaction length of the modules was ,_t = 15.1 cm attd the radiation length

was "_o= 1.46 cm. Tile Molidre radius was pM = 11.6 tam.

The fibers wew bundled together tuld coupled to a PMT via a hexagonal
I

light guide. We used a 3" grin-extended Philips PMT (XP84{I1B) fi_r these tests

because it efficiently matched tile emission slmctrunl of 3HF fibers, The fibers were

not scr_ned in any way for light yield, attenuation length or dimensions; they were

used as they were delivered by the manufacturer. The front ends of the fi_rs were

not polished nor mirrored due to time constraints, There was no filter in the optical

readout chain due to what later turned out to be unfi)un(hM concerns about the

total light yield.

The modules were stacked such that the central module was surr_mnded sym.

metrictdly by six other modules and the enti_ stack was placed on a remotely

controlled transporter. The trmtsporter w_ capable of supporting 10 tons trod was

desigtwd to r_}tttte itl }}_th the hc}rizcmtal and w,rticai l}lanes. It could also translate

tlw stack c_fl}t'{}t{}tylws}}c_tllh_,rizcmtally arid w,rtivally.

Tt,st R_,sults

The BNL A3 t_,st benin l)rovithM electrons, negatiw,ly charged pions and

lnuons in the energy rlulge of 1 t() 20 GeV. The nlotnet|tttlll spread, _p/p, was

1.5% fc_rthe beamline. The trigger was formed by using tq)propri_tte combinations

of the signals from two Cerenkov counters, various ]want and vote counters, etc. We

used 11-bit LeCroy ADCs (Model 2240W) with a 100 ns gate width,

The modules were calibrated with I0 attd 15 GeV/c electrons at lttrge incident

tingles trod these calibrations agreed within 2% over a week of running, Light yield

studies performed using both LEDs and electron beam gave -,, 60 pe/GeV, The

calorimeter response as a functin of angle of incidence to electrons qualitatively

agrees with SPA CAL results, i,e., energy resolution improves with increasing angle

of incidence. As expected, there was no appreciable incident angle dependence in

reponse of the calorimeter for pleas in the range of 0.5* <_ 8v < 3.5*, We also
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observed clear _eparation of the rouen signal from the pedestal even at small angles

like 6v = 1,_° and 0t4 = 0°,

Figure 21 ilhmtrates the nle_ured response to 5 to 20 C]eV/¢ _ingle pions,

At each etwrgy the response is non-gaussian with some asymmetry and high-ener_

t_l. These effects are mainly due to light attenuation effects in the scintillating

fibers _md to later_ shower leakage.

The longitudinal shower fluctt _Ltionsresult in a high-energy t_il because the

light _ttenuation in the fibers is a function of longitudinal position. Since they are

less attenuated, the late developing showers give enhanced light output compared

to the early developing showe_. As it is shown by SPACAL and (_thers, the use of

filters and A l-tuirrc_r,,d ends of fibers hive a gaussian response to single pions. The

use of _Lfilter elimi:mt_'s the short wavelength light which in general has shorter

attenuatiotl length alld large self-_d_sorptiou.

By suppressitlg the average response to hadronic activity, the lateral neutron

leakage from tile stac'k of mc_dules results in an artificially high e/n' ratio. Ha-

dr(role showers with a htrg_,el_,_'trotnagz_etic COml)otlrnt are more coat,tined and llot

_ltppt_,_s_,d; thi_ _'_Izl),imtti_m of m_,nn suppression itz_l stochastic fluctuati_)ns fi)r a

fraction of imstq_pr_,s_ed sh_wr_ hives axl a._ymxn_,tt'i_'response function.

We al._ tested a h,_ttt/qu_trtz (12 _'m x 12 cmx 21 rtn) _'al_rimrt_,r prototype

with 10 G_,V ole_'tr_t_. The, q_tartz fiber packing fraction wa,_ ,,, 15%. At 9* 5: 2*

to the beam int'i_lrt_'_,, wc tn,'_ts_u',:,d25_)_etwrgy re,_ohttion with 10 GrV electrons.

The light yi_'ld wa._ _l_,tertnitw_l to be 5.5 pe/GeV. The pulse risetime was ,,, 5 ns

with FWHM tth[)tlt 10 l|s with the Sallle t)ealn cot_(liti_)ns.

Conclusions

We tested sevrt_ proj,,rtiw, h_tdron calorimeter t_wers rt_nstructed with lami-

nated copper and scintillating fibers in the A3 test beam at BNL. The fitted energy

resolution w_ 9!%/_ at 10 G_,V pleas with no correction f_r lateral shower leak-

age and fiber attex_uation length (Fig. 2,'2). The pions ._how a unif_rm response
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acrosstheboundariesofthemodulesand withrespecttotheincidentanglebe-

tweenthefiberaxisand theparticletrack.We measurede/Trratioof1.08_ 0.02

forpionenergiesbetween10to20GeV beforeanycorrections.

_BC A_tiviti.es

Introduction

The University of Iowa group concentrated SSC-related efforts on the Scintil-

lating Barrel Calorimeter (SBC) subsystem of GEM last year. The main thrust of
our SSC research has been twofold.

1. The R&D of the calibration and monitoring systems for the entire SBC sub-

system. This includes the overall absolute and relative calibrations of the

detector.

2. The R&D of t!m photodetection devices with their associated electronics, i,e.,

conventional photomultiplier tubes (PMT + bases), position-sensitive photo-

multiplier tubes (PSPMTs) and other devices that may be suitable for this

detector. This also includes establishing quality control and assurance criteria

for these devices,

In addition to the above mentioned major tasks, we are contributing in the following

efforts of the SBC group which also includes the TTR and FNAL tests;

3. the selection of the clear transport fibers that are planned to be used for

transporting light from the scintillating tiles to the light mixers and to the

PMTs,

4, the spectral matching of the wavelength shifting (WLS) fibers to the scintil-

lating tiles and spectral optimization of the PMTs to the entire assembly,

5, and the use of PSPMTs for a possible muon track identification with posi-

tion measurement in the azimuthal angle by implementing a light division

technique.
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1. SBC Calibration and Monitorin$ R&D

Our initial studies in this subject are summarized in a GEM Technical Note

(TN-92-i84). Although at the time, we were envisaging a system for a fully con-

tained scintillating fiber hadronic calorimeter, the basic principles remain unaltered

for SBC. SBC is a ,,, 4.5A! deep hadronic calorimeter positioned behind a ,,- 6.5A1

liquid argon hadronic calorimeter, This arrangement, as expected, makes SBC

calibration and monitoring requirenlents considerably less demanding compared to

the requirements that were once considered for a full scintillating fiber hadronic

calorimeter. We have been investigating several options for calibration and mon-

itoring. Among the several possible ctmdidates for relative calibration and moni.

toring techniques for SBC, tunable pulsed lasers LEDs, and radioactive sources are

considered.

A conceptual design for a pulsed N2 pumped dye laser based system is shown

in Figure 23. The advantage of this system is twofold. First, one can monitor the

individual PMTs for gain and stability by selecting a dye (e.g., Coumarin 540A) at

the peak spectral sensitivity of the PMTs, and secon,l, one can excite the scintillator

tiles by yet again selecting a wavelength via clear transport fiber (using another dye,

e.g., Coumarin 440 for Y-7 _d_sorption line), that is matched with the absorption

spectrum of the SCSN-38-Y7 scintillating tiles. Ttlis idea is cllrrently being tested

at Iow_t. One of the features of this technique, reside from the wavelength selection,

is the number of photons that can be delivered to individual channels. The N2

pumped dye laser we are currently using delivers 1.45 mJ at 337.1 nm per pulse. At

500 nm the power is reduced to 220 #J per pulse. This is plenty of energy per pulse.

If we require 106 p.e./channel, when we fold in the PMT quantum efficiency (Q.E.),

light capture, losses at the optical joints, ntunber of channels and the geometrical

acceptance, the number of photons necessary turns out to be about 10ll photons.

With the present setup we can deliver ,,, 4 x 1014 photons at 450nm.

One of the main difficulties with the light sources is its equal distribution to

individual channels. As one expects it is considerably more demanding when one

has a large mtmber of channels. Moreover, each channel needs to receive a large and

equal number of photons in order to be able to calibrate sntisfactorily, Somewhat
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connected to the above study we constructed a simple prototype for LED light

distribution. Figures 24 and 25 show a light distribution that can be achieved by a

relatively simple system. In this case, six LEDs (HPLM 3950) were embedded into a

square (1 x 1 inch sq. 5 3/8" long) lucite light mixer and at the other end an optical

coupling was made to 314 clear 1 mm diameter fibers. The distribution shows a

spread of _ 20% around the mean value. This was done without any optimization.

We will continue to investigate this problem both using Monte-Carlo techniques

and prototypes and reduce the spread by at least a factor of 5.

Although the use of natural radioactive sources is a attractive idea for cali-

bration and monitoring and it has been implemented successfully by a number of

large experiments, in the case of SBC however, it presents several technical prob-

lems. The conventional method has been to guide a radioactive source of several

milliCuries (e.g., 4 mCi Co6° for UA4, 2 mCi Co6° for ZEUS, 3 mCi Cs 137 for CDF,

etc.) in a thin-walled stainless steel tubing which makes its rounds in the detector

and at the same time to measure the DC current for each element. The present

design does not easily accommodate this approach due to arrangement of tiles and

mechanical construction details. One idea is to make use of the neutron activation of

the absorber material due to abundant thermal neutrons in the SSC environment.

If we consider that the final absorber material is Cartridge Brass (CDA Copper

Alloy NO C 260 00) then we have/'0% Cu, 30% Zn with less than a percent other

impurities. After a few hours of SSC operation, we expect to form short-lived beta

emitters of a few of #Ci's per average size tile (Cu 62, Cu 64 and Cu 66) in addition

to the 0.511 MeV annihilation "r peak. After a few years of operation, we will have

gamma sources of sufficient activity to be possibly useful for calibration (Zn 64 and

Cu6°). Althoug[ this idea is untried, we feel that it is worthwhile to perform initial

tests for copper, cartridge brass, naval brass, and SEA 70A brass using the existing

Howitzer (Pu-Be neutron source) at Iowa. For SBC a relatively low neutron rate

(102-10an/cm2/sec) may possibly render this technique inadequate, however, this

very idea can be exploited for forward quartz calorimeter where neutron rates are

higher (10s - 106n/cm 2/see).
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One of the ways of in situ absolute calibration is planned to be the use of single

muons, as is the case is for the Muon and Magnet systems. At £: _ 1033cm -2 sec -l,

single muon rate of pt > 15GeV/c per hour is about 17,000 for 0 < 71 <_ 1.28.

Another chaunel of dimuons is Z ° _ p+#- with the rate of a few Hertz. We

are in the process of documenting the results our studies for absolute calibration

techniques which includes procedural and calculational methods.

2. Photodetector R&D t'or SBC

There are several objectives that need to be achieved when we consider the

most suitable photodetector for SBC. These are mainly

1. high quantum efficiency (Q.E. :> 15% at 520nm),

2. moderately high gain (,_ 5 x 104),

3. stable operation in high magnetic field of 0.8 T,

4. < 4 ns (10 mA into 50Ct load) rise-time,

5. < 6ns fall-time,

6. < 12 ns width at baseline,

7. < l%/mon_h shift in stability and

8. appropriate mechanical dimensions and prop,_rties.

A natural and perhaps the safest selection for this task is conventiona P MT. How-

ever, optimization is still necessary. On top of the standard requirements we need

to concentrate on the high Q.E. in the green region and the operation in high

magnetic fields. The commercially existing PMTs that are insensitive to high mag-

netic fields unfortunately are not green-extended (baseline choice for SBC is one

such PMT, Hamamatsu R2490-05 fine-mesh PMT). Conversely, the greed-exteuded

PMTs do not perform well in high magnetic fields (e.g., Philips XP3461B was used

for Cu/SciFi hadronic calorimeter test at BNL in 1992 for its green-extended char-

acteristics). Our aim is to try to put these two criteria together as much as possible.

We have already setup a system with a goniometer to study high magnetic field ef-

fects on the electron avalanche in the dynode (fine-mesh) systems of PMTs. What

we know today is that this is not a technological difficulty but it has its roots in the
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market forces and shares by the large manufacturers. We also intend to continue

developing the criteria for quality control (QC), quality assurance (QA) and pricing

for the photodevices and the associated electronics components.

3. Tile . WLSFiber . PMT Spectral Matching,
PSPMTs, and Light Division

The spectral matching of the scintillating tiles, WLS fibers and the PMTs

is a very crucial problem. According to Monte-Carlo studies, the number of pho-

toelectrons for a 4-layer tower with 2 glued 1 mm diameter WLS fibers is about

50 for a mip with the existing SBC design. In order to investigate this problem

and a possible implementation of extracting position information for single muons

we constructed a prototype as shown schematically in Figure 26. In addition to

attempting to optimize the spectral matching, effort was concentrated to read each

fiber individually and to digitize it. The objective is to get positional information

by interpolating the digitized information, possibly in the hardware level. Thus far

preliminary analysis of data indicates _ 1 cm position resolution with the existing

prototype. Figure 27 shows the on-line correlation b_,tween the two individual fibers

for one of the runs. This is an ongoing project that requires considerable care and

detailed analysis. We intend to proceed with this as far as we can with a possible

implementation of a PSPMT. This will efficiently reduce the number of required

channels (multiplex) and make the entire assembly hopefully more compact. This

approach also connects with our project at CERN RD17 (FAROS) which focuses on

the application of PSPMTs with scintillating fibers _ts a topological trigger device

for LHC/SSC.

4. Summary

In the sections above we have outlined our past and future intentions for

SBC related work for GEM. We have considered several options for calibration

and monitoring of SBC. We have also studied the requirements for photodection.

Several questions that remain can only be answered to satisfaction by continuous

lab work. This mainly entails making prototypes, testing them, improving them
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and testing them again with the aid of Monte-Carlo studies. And this is exactly

what we propose and intend to do.

We will concentrate on the monitoring and calibration with lasers and LEDs

as outlined. We will test the idea of calibration with the neutron activated ra-

dioisotopes. The proof of this technique depends entirely on lab work that we are

performing now. The optimization of PMTs require clarification of performance pa-

rameters. These parameters evolve as we make headway with the design and tests

of other components of SBC. The implementation of PSPMTs and/or light division

techniques are in their early stages. The extent to which they will be successful and

reliable will have to be seen in the near future.
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Figure 1 - Experimental set up for measurement of tile space resolution. White
circles in the SciFi array represent those fibers viewed by the R647 PMT
(definition fibers),
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RD-17 Experimental Set-up

HA1

Figure 3 - Typical setup.



Figur_ 4 . Sl),tce r_,sollltioxl b_'fi)re uxlfi)l(ting the, wi_lth of tll_' d_,fixiitioll fib(,rs
(0.5 mm 0).

Figure 5- LinerLrity of the reconstructed position.
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Figure 9 All extra, pie of two-dimensional images obtaixwd in real time with 2
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Figure 10 _ "Type B" hodoseope showing the two movable layers,
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Run 196:50 GeV/c Mix C3C
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Figure 17. 50 GeV mixed beam run. The same as the previous figure but the
Cerenkov selection is applied [6].
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Figure 21 - The response of the calorimeter to 5, 10, 15 and 20 GeV/c single

pions.
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Figure 22 - The energy resolution measured by the copper/scintillating fiber

calorimeter for single pions, No fiber light attenuation or lateral shower leak-

age effects are included. The curves represent the raw (dashed) and fitted

(solid) energy resolutions. The dash-dotted line shows the energy resolution

of 90%/v + 1%.
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Remarks and Conclusions

Reques t _raP _st do ctot al Fellow

The additions of a postdoctoral fellow for our tasks and a eommenslwate in-

crea_e in our budget will ensure that our group continues to be significantly effective.

This will give us the n_ded capability and support for our present physics program

and our SSC detector R&D program and design, simulation, and construction work

for the GEM d_,tector. We are presently inw_Ived in E-704 (analysis) and in E-683

(analysis) at Fermilab, We will also contribute strongly to the preparation of tile

E-781 detector (fixed-target run at FNAL 1995) by providing and refurbishing six

drift clmmbers attd fcmr MPWC, We hope that a person with a few years experience

beyond t|w Ph,D, will take a central role in the SSC detector R&D being performed

by the Uniw_r:-_itygr(mp (GEM _.xwrtml calorimetry, scitltillating barrel, and for-

ward Hadron cal_t'izll_,try)and provido the opportliaity for the Uniw,r, iity of Iowa

group to he more effective in the GEM c'ullabc)raticm and t(_ be more compatible

with r_,sl)ect to tho large, wt_ll-ostalflisht'd Uniw, rsity grc_lal)Sand national labs in

our collabc_ratic_tt.

_?onchtsi_

The presetlt task of Yasar Onel (Hadronic lateractions at Fermilab) started

in Novembor 1986 at the University of Tex_m at Austin. The progress of the group

of hadronic interactions can be summarized as:

1, E-704

e running m_¢lanidysis of CNI measurements (test run 1988)

e improvexnet_ts on new CNI measurements

e new trigger

• new LED system

S'• on-line system u mg Iowa Vaxstatioll 3200
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o

o CNI measurements(run period1990)

o CNI me_ureme:its_ulalysis

0 instldlationofthreelargeMWPC lowRintheforwardspectrometer

o p T P -_h(E°)X ru:liscompleted

, dataaslalysisof_tboveh_ started

e main run ofE-704iscompleted

, fivepublicatioxmfromtileanalysisoftilemain run arepllblishedinjourne.ls

• CNl-[!owat_k] ispublishedinPhys.Rev.Left.and Phys.Rev.D

• two Ph,D,theseswork.

2, E-683

• constructionofsixdriftchambers

• cotlstructionofa permmlenttestfacilityforwirechambersatLab 6,Fermilab

• chambersinstalledand fullyoperationalintheWide Band

• engineeriz!g run of E-683

O lllaillrun ofE-683,Jllxle1991(start)- Febrllary1992(f,ll(i)

• dataamtlysish_tsst;trt('(|

• c_nePh.D.

• t,,,,'_)l)Itl)_,rs are stll)mittrd to j._r._aLs.

3, SSC R&'D _tzl_lGEM

• scilltillnting fiber b_tsed C_d_ri:nrt.ry resc,_trdl

• T-840 run at Fermilab

• 13NL 92 New Hndroxlic mod_des tests

• Took Main responsibilityforrumlingtherxperimexlt,_mdysis_)fthedata,

and providingDAQ systemforT-840

• Took Main responsibilityfordesigning_ new DAQ systrm,rlumixlgtheex-

periment_uldprovidingNew PMT's, b_es fortheNew Hadron modules

• RD17 atCERN, Ultraf_treadoutofScintillatingfibers:Runningtheexper-

imentand analysisoftheresults
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#,
t

s GEM external calorimetry group [SBC, Forward Hadron Calorimetry] coordi-

nator for read-out system with PMT and monitoring and calibration systems

e two M.Se. theses.
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